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As the Official Floral Company of the Tournament of Roses®, 
FTD works to make moments special. To help you celebrate  

with meaning, let our expert florists craft a bouquet  
that’s sure to leave an impression. 

A LASTING 
LEGACY 

S AV E  1 5 %  O N  Y O U R  N E X T  O R D E R  
AT  F T D . C O M / R O S E PA R A D E

THANK YOU
T O  O U R  V O L U N T E E R  M E M B E R S

F O R  B R I N G I N G  
A M E R I C A ’ S  N E W  Y E A R  C E L E B R A T I O N ®  

T O  L I F E !

TOURNAMENTOFROSES .COM

935
THANK YOU

TO OUR VOLUNTEER MEMBERS

FOR BRINGING 
AMERICA’S NEW YEAR CELEBRATION® 

TO LIFE!

TOURNAMENTOFROSES.COM

935
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Mutual of Omaha 
AD

PROTECTING  
KINGDOMS  

BIG AND SMALL.
Like the mother lion protects her cubs, you protect your pack. Trust 

the company that brought you Wild Kingdom to help you protect what 

matters most to you — your loved ones, your health and your finances.

MutualofOmaha.com/Wild-Kingdom

605700

Proud Participant in the 133rd Rose Parade®
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2022 ROSE PARADE PROGRAM
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This program in its entirety is published and copyrighted in 2021 by the 
Pasadena Tournament of Roses® Association. 391 South Orange Grove 
Blvd., Pasadena, California 91184. Reproduction in whole or in part 
without written permission of the publisher is prohibited.

The registered marks of the Tournament of Roses Association are: 
Tournament of Roses®, Pasadena Tournament of Roses®, Rose Queen®, 
Rose Parade®, Rose Bowl Parade®, Rose Bowl®, Rose Bowl Game®, The 
Granddaddy of Them All®, America’s New Year Celebration® and Rose logo.

Attendance at Tournament of Roses events shall constitute consent to use 
an attendee’s picture or likeness in Tournament authorized publications 
and communications. 

All rights reserved. Official Logos, Trademarks and copyrights used 
with permission. ©2021 Pasadena Tournament of Roses Association 
participants, sponsors, partners and vendors.
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he theme of the 133rd Rose Parade is 

“Dream. Believe. Achieve.”

In 2021, as is tradition, the theme 

was chosen by Tournament of Roses 

President Robert Miller with a focus 

on education. Following a challenging year, and 

cancelation of the 2021 Rose Parade, the initial 

focus has expanded to celebrate the determination 

of those who travel the path from dream to reality.

The 2022 Rose Parade celebrates the determination 

of those who travel the path from dream to reality. 

By building a foundation of unwavering belief, our 

ambitions are limited only by the expectations we 

impose upon ourselves.

Our lives, the lives of those we love, our community, 

and even the world can forever be changed when 

our hopes are nurtured with passion, fueled with 

knowledge, and sustained with perseverance. This 

year, we honor all those who reach beyond their 

grasp in the quest to make a dream come true.

The 2022 parade theme expands beyond 

the initial focus on education and includes a 

celebration of perseverance and strength, science 

and scientists, health professionals, first responders 

and essential workers.

 1 3 3 R D  R O S E  P A R A D E ®  P R E S E N T E D  B Y  H O N D A
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Bands
The Rose Parade’s musical legacy dates to 1891 

when the Monrovia, California City Band joined 

the procession of flower-covered pony carts in 

the second Rose Parade. Since then, hundreds of 

thousands of musicians from all over the world 

have made the famous march through Pasadena 

on New Year’s Day. The Parade has welcomed high 

schools, colleges and universities, and military bands. 

Past parades have featured a variety of musicians 

including marching bands, drum and bugle corps, 

brass and percussion bands and bag pipes.

Equestrians
On January 1, 1890, Grand Marshal Francis Rowland 

and President Charles Holder mounted their horses 

and led the first Rose Parade through Pasadena. 

Today, equestrian units remain an irreplaceable part 

of America’s New Year Celebration. Each year, the 

Parade features a wide variety of horse breeds who 

entertain spectators, each with their own style and 

grace, including Curly Horses, American Saddlebreds, 

Gypsy Cobs, Andalusians, Miniature Horses, Draft 

Horses and more. Equestrian units offer a variety 

of special skills and colorful costumes that tie into 

the Rose Parade theme, while continuing to honor 

traditions.

Floats
The Rose Parade’s elaborate floats have come a long 

way since the Association’s early days, and the Parade 

continues to honor its floral beginnings. Every inch 

of every float must be covered with flowers or other 

natural materials, such as leaves, seeds or bark. The 

most delicate flowers, including roses, are placed in 

individual vials of water, which are set onto the float 

one by one.

Tournament Entries
Tournament Entries include cars that carry the Grand 

Marshal, the Mayor of Pasadena, the Rose Bowl Hall 

of Fame Inductees and the Tournament of Roses 

President. These entries are often vintage vehicles, 

adorned with floral arrangements, that resemble 

parade entries from decades past.

Rose Parade 
Participants
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ON JANUARY 1, 2022

We are thrilled to have the 133rd Rose Parade make its way 
down Colorado Blvd. on January 1, 2022 in beautiful 

Pasadena, California.

Every year we look forward to the smiles, joy and fun that 
the Rose Parade brings to the community and the world.

HAPPY NEW YEAR!

ON JANUARY 1, 2022

We are thrilled to have the 133rd Rose Parade make its way
down Colorado Blvd. on January 1, 2022 in beautiful

Pasadena, California.

Every year we look forwardto the smiles, joy and fun that
the Rose Parade brings to the community and the world.

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
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Better Together

ince its inception in 1895, the Pasadena Tournament of Roses has been about 

bringing people together. We care deeply about Pasadena and our surrounding 

communities; and we believe that our region is beautiful and strong because of 

our people, who come from all backgrounds and walks of life.

We also recognize that words are not enough and are committed to analyzing 

and identifying opportunities for the Association to fulfill our commitment and assist 

others engaged in similar efforts.

To further foster this belief and commitment, Better Together is a refreshed engagement 

strategy aligned with our Association’s strategic goals and objectives—an initiative that 

builds on the work we have done as a long-standing community partner.

We are committed to being better allies to all communities, being more active in the fight 

against all forms of racism and participating in creating a more diverse, just and  

equitable society.
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Tournament of Roses History

1891
Monrovia Town Band 
becomes first musical group 
to perform in the parade.

1890
The first Rose Parade is 
held by the Valley Hunt 
Club.

1893
“Never on a Sunday” rule 
is put into place. 

1895
The Tournament of Roses 
Association forms to take 
charge of the Rose Parade.

1900
The first motion picture 
feature of the Rose 
Parade

1905
Rose Queen, Hallie Woods is 
chosen as the first queen.

1912
C.P. Rogers completes the
first parade flyover, sprinkling
rose petals from the sky onto
the parade route.

1916
Edith Wright is the first 
woman to pilot a float.

1932
First short-wave 
radio, international 
broadcast of the 
Rose Parade. 

1902
The first postseason college 
football game ever played was held 
in association with the Parade. 

1909
Innovative float builder 
Isabella Coleman 
decorates her first float.

1920
Motor-driven floats, powered by 
electric and gasoline engines, took 
over completely, endiing of the 
horse-drawn era.

1933
Mary Pickford is the first 
woman named Grand Marshal.

1935
Commercial floats enter the 
Parade for the first time.

1947
KTLA-TV broadcasts first local 
telecast of the Parade.

1949
Cal Poly Rose Float becomes 
the first and only "self-built" 
float designed and constructed 
entirely by students.

1958
The Wrigley Mansion and 
Gardens is gifted to the 
City of Pasadena for use 
as the Tournament of 
Roses headquarters.

1965
Mississippi Valley State College
Marching Band is the first HBCU
marching band in the Parade.
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Tournament of Roses History

1947
KTLA-TV broadcasts first local
telecast of the Parade.

1949
Cal Poly Rose Float becomes
the first and only "self-built"
float designed and constructed
entirely by students.

1958
The Wrigley Mansion and
Gardens is gifted to the
City of Pasadena for use
as the Tournament of
Roses headquarters.

1965
Mississippi Valley State College 
Marching Band is the first HBCU 
marching band in the Parade.

1968
Cal Poly Rose Float 
introduced new 
technology into the 
Rose Parade with the 
first use of hydraulics 
for animation.

1975
Navajo Nation Band, 
Window Rock, Arizona, 
is the first indigenous 
marching band to 
participate in the Parade.

1978
Cal Poly Rose Float had 
the first use of computer-
controlled animation.

1981
Leslie Kawai is the first 
Japanese-American  
Rose Queen.

1982
Cal Poly Rose Float 
had the first use of 
fiber optics.

1983
First human-powered float in the 
Parade. Fifty-five people carried the 
Atlantic Richfield display of flags 
representing nations that were to 
compete in the 1984 Olympics in 
addition to the American Honda float.

1985
Kristina Smith is the  
first African American 
Rose Queen.

1993
First satellite broadcast of 
the Parade and edited clips 
of the Game to the People’s 
Republic of China.

1998
Washington Township High 
School Minutemen Marching 
Band from Sewell, NJ is the 
first band to decorate its 
entire ranks with live flowers.

1999
Shirley Temple Black 
is honored as Grand 
Marshal for the third 
time.

2004
Disneyland's Twilight 
Zone Tower of 
Terror float, titled 
"A Sudden Drop in 
Pitch" was the tallest 
in Rose Parade 
history at nearly 100 
feet high.

2006
Libby Wright is the first 
woman to serve as President 
of the Tournament of Roses

2010
113 ft. long float from 
Dick Van Patten’s Natural 
Balance Pet Food sets 
Guinness World Record for 
longest single-chassis float.

2014
Cal Poly Rose Float had the 
first animated decorations.

2017
Cal Poly Rose 
Float was the 
first to create a 
color changing 
floral effect. 

2019
Gerald Freeny is the 
first African American 
Tournament of Roses 
President. 

2020
Laura Farber is the first 
Latina Tournament of 
Roses President. 
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olunteerism and investing in our community are among the Pasadena Tournament of Roses’ cornerstones. The engagement and 

impact efforts include developing and implementing programs around: enhancing educational opportunities, investing in our 

community, strengthening community business partnerships, and creating experiences that make a difference. In the spirit of 

community, the Association and Tournament of Roses Foundation took steps to serve and support during the COVID-19 pandemic.

2021 TV SPECIAL
Unable to make the typical five-and-a-half mile march, the 

Tournament of Roses partnered with six broadcasters to air 

a two-hour TV entertainment special on News Year's Day 2021 

that benefited Feeding America. The show aired during the time 

slot traditionally reserved for live coverage of the Rose Parade 

presented by Honda. The TV special—“The Rose Parade’s New 

Year Celebration 

presented by 

Honda,” featured 

a reimagined New 

Year celebration, 

including live-to-

tape musical and 

marching band 

performances, 

heartwarming 

segments related 

to the Rose Parade, 

celebrity guest 

appearances, special Rose Bowl Game football highlights, 

equestrians, spectacular floats from years past, a behind-the-

scenes look into the making of a float and opportunities for 

viewers to be part of the show.

FOOD BANK DONATION
The Tournament of Roses made a $100,000 donation to support 

local COVID-19 relief efforts in the Pasadena community. All 

funds went to the Los Angeles Regional Food Bank (LARFB), the 

largest food provider and distributor to food banks and pantries 

across the County of Los Angeles. Specifically, the Tournament’s 

donation supported the nine Pasadena food providers affiliated 

with the LARFB. The contribution was a combination of funds 

from the Association, the Tournament of Roses Foundation, 

individual members of the Tournament of Roses, Foundation 

Board members and the organization’s staff.

FOOD DISTRIBUTION
In 2020, Tournament members delivered food to those who 

could not get to Pasadena Unified School District (PUSD) meal 

sites. What started as a quick response to ensure PUSD families 

received their Grab n’ Go meals continued throughout the school 

year. Collectively, we 

contributed more than 

2,300 volunteer hours, 

providing 68,400 

meals to more than 

410 PUSD families. 

Tournament members 

also volunteered with the 

Pasadena Educational 

Foundation to distribute 

seasonal produce and 

with the Community 

Advisory Council of the 

Los Angeles County 

Sheriff’s Department 

to giveaway 500 boxes 

of food at a drive-thru 

distribution at Norma Coombs Elementary in Pasadena.

NURSES LUNCHES AND FLOWERS
The Tournament of Roses extended heartfelt gratitude and 

appreciation for the work of essential employees in the 

community, especially during this unprecedented time. The 

Tournament of Roses provided lunches to nurses staffing the 

drive-thru COVID-19 testing 

site at the Rose Bowl 

Stadium and delivered 

lunches for several weeks 

as needed. Tournament of 

Roses President Bob Miller 

surprised the nurses with 

bouquets of roses and 

comforted them with the 

reminder that we’re all in 

this together. Vons kindly 

Community Support 
in 2020 and 2021
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olunteerism and investing in our community are among the Pasadena Tournament of Roses’ cornerstones. The engagement and

impact efforts include developing and implementing programs around: enhancing educational opportunities, investing in our

community, strengthening community business partnerships, and creating experiences that make a difference. In the spirit of

community, the Association and Tournament of Roses Foundation took steps to serve and support during the COVID-19 pandemic.

offered a discount on the lunches in support of the nurses from 

Huntington Hospital in Pasadena. Volunteer members delivered 

the lunches daily. Passion Roses, the official rose of the Rose 

Bowl Game, generously donated a bouquet of roses every week 

to show their appreciation for essential workers.

ROSEBUD PARADE
The Tournament of Roses proudly partnered with Kidspace 

Children's Museum and the Kidspace-At-Home initiative to bring 

the Tournament of Roses’ inaugural virtual Rosebud Parade to 

fruition. This inspiring event featured more than 200 submissions 

from Southern California, across the country and around the 

globe. These homemade entries weren’t just creative and fun; 

they were beautiful, powerful and heartfelt symbols of what the 

Rose Parade is meant to represent.

Parade of Roses
Parade of Roses is an annual art competition open to Pasadena 

Unified School District (PUSD) elementary and middle school 

students. The program provides an outlet for the students to 

express their artistic talents, with the Rose Parade theme as 

inspiration. Each year, 20 finalists from across the district are 

selected and invited to transfer their drawings to plaster vases 

using paint and other materials. A special reception is held 

in honor of the finalists to display their work in front of their 

families, peers, school district officials, and the Royal Court. 

Awards are presented for first, second and third place in the 

elementary and middle school category. This year students 

designed images inspired by the 2022 Rose Parade theme, 

Dream. Believe. Achieve. A student from Field Elementary 

School took home the first-place award in the elementary school 

category, while a student from Blair International Baccalaureate 

Middle School took home first in the middle school category.

ROSE Fellows Program
In partnership with Pasadena Community College, the 

Tournament of Roses has developed the Rose Fellowship 

program, which offers students the opportunity to support 

the Association’s commitment to community acts of service. 

The ROSE Fellow helps execute community programs for 

the Tournament of Roses, including activities related to the 

Rose Parade, Rose Bowl Game, and Pasadena Tournament 

of Roses Foundation. While earning a $10,000 stipend, the 

fellows engage, collaborate, and interact with the communities 

connected to the work of the Association, as well as other 

Tournament committees and members.

BandCares
The Tournament of Roses BandCares program is a voluntary 

opportunity for the bands participating in the Rose Parade to do 

outreach in their communities, as well as the greater Pasadena 

area. Bands invited to participate in the Rose Parade can do an 

activity in their hometown with a local organization. When in 

Pasadena, the band members are matched with an organization 

in the area. Examples of past outreach include visiting hospitals, 

veterans or care facilities, donating music or equipment to schools 

or organizations, providing clinics for aspiring young band 

members and hosting benefit concerts for local charities. 
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ROSE STEM
In partnership with Cal Poly Rose Float, the Pasadena 

Tournament of Roses launched Rose STEM presented by 

Verizon. The virtual program introduced middle and high school 

students to STEM concepts used to create a Rose Parade float. 

The program reached students from the greater Los Angeles 

area. Cal Poly Rose Float, a group of college students, shared 

their expertise in float construction, design, and decoration. 

Tournament of Roses members and representatives from 

Verizon provided their expertise to benefit program. 

DIA DE LOS MUERTOS—A CELEBRATION OF ART
In partnership with the Consulate General of Mexico in Los 

Angeles and the Lucille & Edward R. Roybal Foundation, the 

Pasadena Tournament of Roses hosted its first in-person Día 

de Los Muertos Art Competition at Tournament House. Nearly 

300 entries were received from youth ages 4-18 and more than 

$6,000 in student prizes were awarded. With a robust slate of art 

mediums created by talented students, we displayed these works 

to honor their accomplishments and the cultural significance 

of the Día de Los Muertos holiday. Community members and 

participants were invited to celebrate the artwork through means 

of customary food and an Aztec dance performance. 

INTERNATIONAL LITERACY DAY
We celebrated International Literacy Day by instituting a 

month-long distribution of 14,000 books generously donated 

by The UPS Store to public elementary schools in the Pasadena 

Unified School District (PUSD). Through the collective efforts of 

Tournament of Roses volunteers, The UPS Store, the Marine Toys 

for Tots Foundation and PUSD, San Rafael Elementary School was 

the first recipient of 12 different book titles relevant to each grade 

level. Thank you to Artistic Entertainment Services (AES) for use 

of their facility to sort and distribute the books.

Community Support 
in 2020 and 2021
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ROSE IN HAND
With the support of Citizens Business Bank, this partnership 

with Pasadena Unified School District (PUSD) leveraged our 

Tournament members and brought the “real world” to the 

classroom. Work-based learning is an instructional strategy 

that is essential in preparing all students for success in 

postsecondary education and careers, as well as offering 

connection to our community. The lives of more than 1,000 

high school students were impacted. PUSD’s Pathway Industry 

Connectors (PIC) in collaboration with Tournament members 

led virtual volunteer engagements, such as professional-themed 

weeks, guest speaker and panel discussions, and support to 

student projects or college/career fairs. 

LITTLE FREE LIBRARY™
The Pasadena Tournament of Roses unveiled an official Little Free 

Library in celebration of Read Across America Day. The replica 

of Tournament House, the headquarters to the Rose Parade and 

Rose Bowl Game, is filled with books for the community to enjoy 

and provides a space for book-sharing. In addition, volunteer 

members stocked other Little Free Library™ boxes across 

Pasadena with books donated by Literati, a subscription book 

club company that curates books for all ages. The Tournament 

of Roses was able to get 10,000 books into the hands of local 

children (ages 5-12) thanks to the generous donation by Literati.

The Tournament of Roses also honored Read Across America Day 

by having a handful of our 935 volunteer members serve as virtual 

guest readers to students throughout the Pasadena Unified 

School District and community organizations. For the past several 

years, members have taken time to encourage a love for reading 

with area students in our community.

CLOTHING DISTRIBUTION
The Pasadena Tournament of Roses, in partnership with the 

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department Community Advisory 

Council and Crime Survivors, donated 500 boxes of clothing to 

Pasadena, San Gabriel Valley and Compton non-profits focused 

on helping survivors of human trafficking, domestic violence and 

families experiencing homelessness.

Tournament of Roses volunteer members sorted and distributed the 

boxes of clothes, which were generously donated by Forever 21.
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ROSE SCHOLARs
Rose Scholars, presented by Citizens Business Bank, is a program 

designed to help students in our community thrive and to foster 

their potential. The program awarded $20,000 in scholarships 

to eight graduating seniors from the Pasadena Unified School 

District (PUSD). As part of the application process, students 

were invited to submit a creative piece that reflected their future 

dreams, goals and aspirations. A one-page reflection describing 

their thoughts and feelings about the piece was also required, as 

well as still images of their work and a video recording describing 

their inspiration.

FOUNDATION GRANTS
The Pasadena Tournament of Roses Foundation proudly 

announced its 2021 grant awards, totaling more than $230,000, 

to 27 organizations in the San Gabriel Valley. These grants support 

new and ongoing programs benefiting children, teens, adults, and 

seniors. Since its inception, the Tournament of Roses Foundation 

has funded more than $3.5 million in charitable contributions 

on behalf of the Tournament of Roses Association. A goal of the 

Foundation is to invest in people through sustainable programs. 

This year, one $35,000 grant and one $15,000 grant were 

awarded. The other 25 community initiatives received grants in the 

categories of Visual and Performing Arts, Sports and Recreation 

and Education (Early Childhood Education, Literacy and Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Math).

FOUNDATION

PASADENA 
TOURNAMENT OF ROSES

Tournament of Roses Foundation

oday, as the host of America's New Year Celebration, the Pasadena 

Tournament of Roses remains committed to our hometown. In 1983, the 

non-profit Pasadena Tournament of Roses Foundation was created to 

receive and manage contributions from the Association, its members, 

donors, friends of the Foundation, sponsors and public supporters. 
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COLLEGE CAMPUS VISITS
In collaboration with Southwest Airlines, Pasadena City College 

(PCC) Extended Opportunity & Services (EOP&S), and NextUp 

Foster Youth Program, six PCC students and their guests were 

awarded free round-trip Southwest Airlines tickets to visit the 

university of their choice. Coincidentally, all the students chose to 

visit the University of California, Berkeley. The students were able 

to explore the campus and community of their top university.

BIG DAY FOR TEACHERS
In partnership with the College Football Playoff Foundation 

(CFPF), the Pasadena Tournament of Roses celebrated the Big 

Day for Teachers. The Big Day for Teachers celebrates educators 

as part of CFPF's Extra Yard for Teachers Week. Pasadena Unified 

School District (PUSD) teacher Julie Silk received a $1,000 

DonorsChoose gift card to purchase vital student resources. 

As one of the founders of PUSD's Dual Language Immersion 

Program, Silk has taught first grade for 12 years in this program 

and is now at Jackson STEM Dual Language Elementary. 

TEACHER GRANT PROGRAM
Each year, the Tournament of Roses engages with its national 

and local partners, the College Football Playoff Foundation and 

the Pasadena Educational Foundation, to provide significant 

financial support to the Pasadena Unified School District. In 2021 

$200,000 in grants was awarded to 209 teachers. Annually, the 

grants fund academic programs in addition to projects related to 

science, math, reading and school beautification projects, based 

upon each school’s individual need. 

First Row: left to right: Paige R. Parrish, Judy 
Gordon, Mark Harmsen, Leslie Lyons Second 
Row: left to right: Mark Leavens, Joan Madsen, 
Maxine E. Harris, Nancy Hornberger, Krysty 
Leckrone, Brandon Shahim, Robin Flynn, 
Kristin Yanish, Brian Birnie.
Not Pictured: Glen Bowie, Mimi Evers, Terry 
Madigan, Rob Wooley.

OUR MISSION

The Pasadena Tournament of Roses Foundation 

is a non-profit organization that supports 

charities in the greater Pasadena area by 

funding programs in sports and recreation, 

education and visual and performing arts.
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four years,” he said. “Before I knew it, it was time to retire to 

do…this. I have a passion for education, I have a passion for 

community college education, I have a passion for changing 

lives, but mostly, I have a passion for being of service.”

Bob and his family have loved being part of the Pasadena 

Tournament of Roses Association. Now into his 38th year 

with the Association, he will 

finally get the Rose Parade 

he has envisioned for years. “I 

don’t think anyone ever joined 

Tournament intending to become 

president,” said Bob, “In my case, 

it was probably 15 years into my 

service I began to think, Well, 

maybe I have a shot at continuing 

to move up.” He had the platform 

and the career to back up his 

dreams and bring light to the 

theme, Dream. Believe. Achieve. 

What made the theme shine was 

the underscored influence of 

education. “I wanted to focus on 

quality public education and the 

need for society to invest in it."

After 2020 and the halt of a 

live parade in 2021, Bob took a 

moment to reflect on his theme 

and how it had morphed into 

something bigger than he could 

have imagined. The continued 

importance of diversity, equity 

and inclusion made him realize 

that his theme was bigger than 

education. “If you break the 

cycles of illiteracy,” Bob said, 

“you break the cycles of poverty.” 

Bob and Barbara took the time to 

think about what else they could 

do besides a parade and game. 

Their hope with Dream. Believe. 

Achieve. is to tie a message to 

their operations and shed light on 

the quality of public education.

As it turned out, the theme 

encompasses two primary areas: 1.) dreaming, believing, 

and achieving in education and literacy. The recognition 

ducation has been the focus and passion for Dr. Robert 

B. Miller since he was a young boy. In 1969, at the

tender age of 13, Bob was thrust from the buttoned-

down, hair combed back, serious streets of New York

to the t-shirt and jean-clad Pasadena, California.

He found his way and his roots through the

Pasadena Unified School District 

(PUSD) and their television 

programming system.

Bob spent a lot of time at the 

Education Center in production 

operations. He took his talents 

to Pasadena City College (PCC). 

Quickly becoming heavily 

involved in their production 

program, Bob earned a regional 

Emmy nomination for a series he 

produced.

Bob and his wife Barbara married 

young, and Bob shared that 

Barbara has been, and continues 

to be, the love of his life, partner, 

and greatest supporter. As a 

graduate turned professor at 

the University of La Verne, Bob 

continually gravitated toward 

education with Barbara by his 

side. It was not long before PCC 

offered him a job as a production 

manager for their instructional 

television department. Moving 

up quickly, Bob held the title 

of Associate Dean of Learning 

Resources, marking him, at the 

time, as the youngest dean the 

college ever had. This was the 

beginning of his dedicated, 43-

year community college career, 

serving students, faculty, and 

staff in many areas of leadership 

and senior administration. 

Dream. Believe. Achieve. took 

root when Bob went to work 

for the Los Angeles Community 

College District (LACCD) as the Vice-Chancellor, Finance & 

Resource Development in 2015, “I was at my job at LACCD for 
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2022 Tournament of Roses 
President Bob Miller
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that education is the great equalizer and the single greatest 

determiner of social and economic mobility. To move the 

bar on social and economic mobility—accessible, equitable, 

inclusive, and quality public education is needed for all, and 2.) 

a celebration of science and scientists, healthcare professionals, 

first responders and essential workers. This theme is for the 

hardworking people who have made this day and this year's 

parade and game possible. All the professional and vital 

workers who sacrificed and cared for us through the worst 

of the pandemic and, to this day, continue to do so. Many of 

the parade’s units will highlight educators, programs, and 

institutions that best represent these two theme areas.

For Bob, becoming president was not only about a parade and 

game but about the Association’s mission statement—creating 

world-class events that bring people together. Moving forward, 

he hopes that the Tournament will update its mission to not 

only highlight creating world-class events but also spotlight the 

Association as a major contributor to the community, helping 

provide educational needs, technology needs and food, to start. 

One of the things you hear today is people commenting on how 

things that were important two-and-a-half years ago, may not 

be as important today. The world has learned the importance 

of working horizontally, as opposed to always working within 

individual, vertical silos. “Hopefully, we have learned enough to 

make some changes,” said Bob.

The history books will identify Bob as the only President and 

Chairman of the Board of the Pasadena Tournament of Roses to 

preside over a canceled and regular scheduled Rose Parade and 

a relocated (2021) and then played again in Pasadena (2022), 

Rose Bowl Game. 

2022 Tournament of Roses  
President Bob Miller

Over these past two years, the focus has been on helping the 

staff and volunteer members navigate the impact of the COVID 

crisis. Specifically, to maximize public health and safety and 

work in close collaboration with the Pasadena Public Health 

Department to protect the community, staff, volunteers and 

those who attend Tournament events as best as possible. 

Moreover, Bob worked to minimize financial risk and loss for 

all entities associated with the parade and game and sought to 

maintain a healthy reserve and balance sheet to help assure the 

longevity of the parade and game for generations to come.

From adversity comes opportunity. Over the past two years, 

the Association has ramped up its community engagement 

activities. Bob salutes all those who had a hand in making this 

happen through their many efforts in support of education 

and literacy as well as food and technology insecurities. "The 

pandemic has provided us an opportunity to do more in support 

of our local community and highlight what we have been doing 

behind the scenes for the last 25 to 30 years." The Pasadena 

Tournament of Roses is more than a parade and a game; it’s a 

valued community resource that does good year-around. 

Bob encourages his fellow volunteers and the Tournament 

leadership to continue focusing on community engagement. Bob 

concluded," We want to be a driving force of community support 

and goodwill. We want to do all we can to be a productive and 

helpful member of our local community”.
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2022 Tournament of Roses  
Grand Marshal LeVar Burton

ODE TO A TEACHER 

have a profound love and respect for teachers—they are 

some of my favorite people. Mostly because teachers 

understand full well the value of making an investment in 

another human being. I genuinely believe that a passionate 

teacher has the power to change the world simply by 

sharing that passion with their students. This belief is firmly 

rooted in my own experience with exceptional teachers, and it’s 

a story that starts close to home.

The “teaching gene” as I like to call it, seems to run in my family; 

my elder sister, my son and two nieces are all educators, as was 

my mother—my very first teacher—Erma Gene Christian. I am the 

man I am today, because of the woman she was.

My mother was an English teacher, and so in Erma Gene's house, 

reading was not optional. Under her roof you were either going 

to read a book, or you were going to get hit in the head with 

one. The choice was yours, but rest assured, you were going to 

have an interaction with the written word. 

Erma Gene was an avid, voracious reader. She not only read to 

us—to me and my two sisters—she read in front of us. And it wasn't 

just her love of literature that was modeled; it was her value system 

that was also taught and communicated to us growing up.

Erma Gene had a really strong intention to give us the tools we 

needed to survive in this world, especially as Black children. My 

mother was really very clear that I would grow up and inherit a 

world that would sometimes be hostile to my presence simply 

because of the color of my skin.

It was important for me to know that throughout my life I would be 

met with challenges and struggles. But that as Erma Gene's son, I 

had the wherewithal to not just endure, but flourish in this life. 

We were a military family, so we didn’t stay in one place for 

long. As part of the United States' post-war occupying force, 

my father was stationed in West Germany. I was actually born at 

the U.S. Army Landstuhl Regional Medical Center. We returned 

to the United States around the time I was one year old, only to 

find ourselves back in Germany when I was in the third grade. 

It wasn’t always easy living on base, but some of my greatest 

childhood memories are from my time at Hanau American 

Elementary in Hanau, Germany. There, another teacher impacted 

my life in a meaningful way. Her name was Mrs. Twiggs, my third 

grade teacher. I remember Mrs. Twiggs with great fondness. On 

certain rainy afternoons, she would put me in front of the class 

and have me read while she went to the teacher’s lounge to 

make herself a cup of tea. I was the strongest reader in my class 

and Mrs. Twiggs recognized this in me. It was the first time in my 

life that someone—outside of my family—saw that I was good at 

something. That I had a talent. A gift.

It was around this time, when I was eight or nine, that I 

received the call to attend the seminary. I wanted to become a 

priest. Perhaps it was due in part to my mother’s emphasis on 

community over self that led me in this direction. You see, after 

her first career as a teacher, my mother had a second career 

as a social worker. She instilled in me the idea that one’s life 

should be about something larger than oneself; that service is an 

important aspect of being human. So at the age of 13 I enrolled 

at St. Pius X Seminary & Prep. 

At St. Pius, I had a lay teacher who was neither a priest nor a 

brother who taught my favorite 

subjects, a man named Lee 

Bartlett. He was the English 

teacher, he was the drama coach, 

and he also taught philosophy. He 

gave me books to read like Tao 

Te Ching by Lao Tzu; introduced 

me to Kierkegaard. He opened 

up my mind to ways of looking 

at the world that were separate 

from the Catholic point of view, 

Third from left: LeVar's Teacher 
Mrs. Twiggs
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and a lot of it made sense to me. I had a lot of questions that the 

Catholic Church and its dogma could not answer. So I decided 

that I needed to find some other focus for my life at the ripe old 

age of 17. I just felt I owed it to myself to get out there—to really 

live in the world—before I made a decision like that. That new 

direction was theatre arts. And it wasn’t as great of a departure 

as one might think. The Catholic mass—the liturgy itself—is really 

very theatrical.

At USC School of Dramatic Arts (go Trojans!), I found that it was 

the not-being-afraid-to-be-onstage part that I was good at. I 

had a natural affinity for acting and public speaking—something 

Mrs. Twiggs had identified years earlier.

It’s funny, I used to have a recurring dream about my first sermon 

as an ordained priest. The setting would change, sometimes it 

was in a big church, sometimes it was a small church, but the 

sense that I was reaching people—that I was connecting with 

them—was always present, and always very powerful. I feel 

like I’m able to do that in my life as a Storyteller; as an Actor, 

Producer, Writer, Director, Podcaster, or literacy advocate my 

goal is always to connect with people. And, in my own way, I 

remain in the family business. The business of education. 

As I reflect on this year’s theme, “Dream. Believe. Achieve.” I 

cannot help but draw parallels to these three teachers. To my 

mother, Erma Gene Christian—the first in her family to attend 

college. A single mother with impenetrable courage and a 

voracious appetite for knowledge. It was she who encouraged 

me to dream. I remember those rainy days at Hanau Elementary, 

when Mrs. Twiggs believed in me—in my abilities—even before I 

firmly did myself. And I think of Lee Bartlett, who broadened my 

mind and stirred within me the desire to seek out a new path, one 

that has allowed me to achieve both personal and professional 

success, among such, the honor of being the Grand Marshal for 

the 2022 Tournament of Roses. 

To any teacher reading this, I encourage you to stay in the game. 

In spite of the challenges. In spite of the hardships. In spite of the 

obstacles. You are valued beyond measure. You are someone’s 

Erma Gene. You are someone’s Mrs. Twiggs. You are someone’s 

Lee Bartlett.

You are indispensable. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you!

Peace and blessings,

LeVar Burton 

LeVar Burton is an actor, director, podcaster, and lifelong 

children's literacy advocate.

Burton launched his acting career while still a student at the 

University of Southern California. Cast in the groundbreaking 

role of Kunta Kinte in the landmark television series “ROOTS” at 

19, he found himself on the cover of Time Magazine. A seemingly 

impossible act to follow, Burton managed to do so in dramatic 

fashion, achieving further global acclaim as Chief Engineer Geordi 

La Forge in the iconic “STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION” 

television series and in feature films. However, it has been his role 

as host and executive producer of the beloved PBS children’s 

series “READING RAINBOW” of which he is most proud. 

LeVar has been nominated for three Primetime Emmy Awards 

along with 27 Daytime Emmy nominations, culminating in 21 

wins. During its 26-year run, from 1983 to 2009, “READING 

RAINBOW” was not only one of the longest running children’s 

television shows in history but won more that 25 awards 

including 10 for outstanding series and the prestigious George 

Foster Peabody Award. LeVar has also been nominated three 

times for a Grammy Award in the Spoken Word category; he took 

home the award in 1999 for narrating “The Autobiography of 

Martin Luther King Jr.”

In October, LeVar released his second children’s book “A KIDS 

BOOK ABOUT IMAGINATION” with A Kids Company About. 

His first children’s book, “THE RHINO WHO SWALLOWED A 

STORM”, a powerful and uplifting story to help children cope 

with the difficulties of everyday life, was published in 2014. 

Burton’s widely acclaimed podcast, LEVAR BURTON READS, is 

now in its 10th season. His YouTube series, “THIS IS MY STORY”, 

highlights racism in America. 

LeVar recently teamed up with Fable and now has his first 

premium book club. And in June 2021, LeVar joined other 

classmates in MasterClass and now has his own class. He was 

invited to guest-host Jeopardy in July 2021, where $204,800 was 

raised for the charity (RIF) ‘Reading Is Fundamental.’

Burton’s company, LeVar Burton Entertainment (LBE), and 

Hasbro’s content studio Entertainment One (eOne) are set to 

develop Hasbro’s classic trivia game, TRIVIAL PURSUIT, into 

a gameshow format. LeVar will serve as host and an executive 

producer.

Up next, LeVar will serve as host of the 94th SCRIPPS NATIONAL 

SPELLING BEE for the televised semi-finals on June 1 and finals 

on June 2, 2022.

2022 Tournament of Roses
Grand Marshal LeVar Burton

LeVar and Erma GeneErma Gene
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103rd
Rose Queen
Nadia Chung

adia Chung is a senior at La Cañada 

High School and lives in La Cañada. 

She is currently a journalist for the 

Los Angeles Times in the High School 

Insider division, a company member of California 

Contemporary Youth Ballet, an intern at the 

Outlook Newsgroup, President of the LCHS Speech 

and Debate team, coordinator for accessibility in 

debate education with Beyond Resolved, President 

of the Mock Trial Team, Managing Editor of the 

Outspoken Oppa, President of the Mini Mission, 

President of Concert Choir, Girl Scout Member, Vice 

President of the Los Angeles MD Junior Chapter, 

publicity chair for LCHS UNICEF, Secretary for the 

National English Honor Society and member of the 

2020 Miss La Cañada Flintridge Royal Court. Nadia 

enjoys training and performing classical ballet, 

advocating for social justice, reading, writing, 

hiking with her brother and spending time with 

family and friends. In college, she plans to 

study political science and journalism. She is 

interested in attending Georgetown, UC 

Berkeley, UCLA, USC, Northwestern, 

American University, or Brown. 

Ultimately, Nadia aspires to attend 

law school and become a civil rights 

attorney. Nadia is the daughter of 

Sanah Chung and Sonia Chang 

and has a brother, Toby.

presented by
Citizens Business
Bank
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Abigail Griffith
Abigail Griffith is a senior at Pasadena 

High School and lives in Pasadena. She is 

currently a Varsity member of Pasadena 

High School’s Orchesis Dance Team, a 

High School Worship Leader at Lake 

Avenue Church Pasadena, Student Intern 

with the Gamble House Conservancy at 

the Gamble House, Cashier at Brick and 

Flour Artisanal Mexican Grill in Pasadena, 

member of Pasadena High School’s Class 

of 2022 Club and Social Media Manager 

of Pasadena High School’s Mental 

Health Awareness Club. Abigail enjoys 

singing, sewing, origami, graphic design, 

drawing, painting, studying architecture 

and architectural history, and learning 

about Hispanic/Latin American culture. 

She plans to study architecture and 

aspires to be a licensed architect. 

Abigail is interested in attending USC, 

Northeastern University, Cal Poly San 

Luis Obispo, or Rice University. Abigail 

is the daughter of Jeff and Teri Griffith 

and has two siblings, her twin brother 

Benjamin and younger sister Emma.

Ava Feldman 
Ava Feldman is a senior at South 

Pasadena High School and lives in 

South Pasadena. She is currently Copa 

de Oro (yearbook) Editor-in-Chief, 

South Pasadena and a San Marino 

YMCA delegate, Senior Presentation 

Representative of National Charity 

League, Vice President of the Teaching 

and Sharing Skills to Enrich Lives 

(TASSEL) club and a Girl Scout Gold 

Award recipient. Ava enjoys volunteering 

with children, exploring the surrounding 

Los Angeles area and spending time 

with her friends, family and dogs. She 

plans to study child development and/

or psychology and aspires to be a 

child psychologist. Ava is interested 

in attending Vanderbilt, UNC-Chapel 

Hill, UC Berkeley, UC Santa Barbara, 

University of Virginia, UC San Diego, 

Tulane, University of Oregon, Santa Clara 

University, Boston College, American 

University or The George Washington 

University. Ava is the daughter of Bradley 

and Christine Feldman and has two 

siblings, Olivia and Sophia.

Jeannine Briggs 
Jeannine Briggs is a senior at John 

Marshall Fundamental High School 

and lives in Pasadena. She is currently 

President of Broadcasting Club, President 

of Storytellers Club, Secretary of Black 

Student Union, Secretary of Mock Trials, 

Secretary of Associated Student Body 

Class of 2022, member of the National 

Honors Society, Academy of the Creative 

Industries, Girls Build L.A., Drama Club, 

AP Capstone Program Scholar, Jazz Band 

Vocalist, Intern at Burbank International 

Film Festival, Intern at Tip Van Jip 

Communications, member of UCLA 

Vice Provost Initiative for Pre-College 

Scholars, Singer and Regular Worship 

Leader at Lake Avenue Church and a 

commercial actor with CESD Talent 

Agency. Jeannine enjoys singing, acting, 

piano, studying languages, current 

events, writing, history, diplomacy, 

filmmaking and women’s rights advocacy. 

She plans to study global studies, 

international relations and journalism. 

Ultimately, Jeannine would like to work 

in foreign service/diplomacy. She is 

interested in attending Columbia, USC, 

UCLA, UC Berkely, University of Utrecht, 

Maastricht University, Howard, Syracuse 

or New York University. She is the 

daughter of Ray and Janneke Briggs and 

has two sisters, Camille and Simone. 
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Abigail Griffith
Abigail Griffith is a senior at Pasadena

High School and lives in Pasadena. She is

currently a Varsity member of Pasadena

High School’s Orchesis Dance Team, a

High School Worship Leader at Lake

Avenue Church Pasadena, Student Intern

with the Gamble House Conservancy at

the Gamble House, Cashier at Brick and

Flour Artisanal Mexican Grill in Pasadena,

member of Pasadena High School’s Class

of 2022 Club and Social Media Manager

of Pasadena High School’s Mental

Health Awareness Club. Abigail enjoys

singing, sewing, origami, graphic design,

drawing, painting, studying architecture

and architectural history, and learning

about Hispanic/Latin American culture.

She plans to study architecture and

aspires to be a licensed architect.

Abigail is interested in attending USC,

Northeastern University, Cal Poly San

Luis Obispo, or Rice University. Abigail

is the daughter of Jeff and Teri Griffith

and has two siblings, her twin brother

Benjamin and younger sister Emma.

Swetha Somasundaram
Swetha Somasundaram is a senior at 

Arcadia High School and lives in Temple 

City. She is currently Secretary of 

Arcadia Seniors of Merit at Work, Foster 

Care Outreach Lead for Wave Learning 

Festival, Student Teacher at Los Angeles 

Tamil School and an Assistant Teacher 

of Bharatanatyam Dance. Swetha enjoys 

reading fiction, mystery, or scientific books 

and articles, singing, dancing, playing 

the violin and guitar, painting, writing 

poetry, and spending time with friends 

and family. She plans to study biomedical 

engineering and environmental studies 

and aspires to be a biomedical engineer 

turned cancer researcher. Swetha is 

interested in attending the UCs, Brown, 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Northwestern, or Tufts 

University. Swetha is the daughter of 

Somasundaram Rathinasabapathy and 

Kalpana Thiyagarajan, and has a younger 

sister, Sandhiya.

McKenzie Street
McKenzie Street is a senior at Flintridge 

Sacred Heart and lives in Pasadena. 

She is currently a member of the Tech 

Team, Girls Who Code Club, Academic 

Decathlon, Mass and Retreat Leader on 

Campus Ministry Team and the founder 

and lead of her school’s Fashion Club. 

McKenzie enjoys fashion, playing piano, 

environmental activism and social justice. 

She plans to study communications 

and media while minoring or double 

majoring in computer science. Ultimately, 

McKenzie would like to teach computer 

science to under-represented and 

underexposed communities, particularly 

kids. She is interested in attending New 

York University, Tulane, University of San 

Francisco, UC San Diego or Fordham. 

McKenzie is the daughter of Robin and 

Tamera Street and has a brother, Tyler.

Jaeda Walden
Jaeda Walden is a senior at La Cañada 

High School and lives in La Cañada. 

She is currently a member of the Key 

Club, Happiness Club, Ocean Buddies 

Club, Operation Smile and the Varsity 

volleyball team where she currently 

acts as the programs secretary. 

She enjoys ceramics, live music, 

travel, painting, drawing, thrifting, 

coaching Volleyball to young girls and 

spending quality time with friends and 

family. She is interested in studying 

psychology, kinesiology, business, 

and/or marketing. Jaeda would like to 

attend UCLA, USC, UC San Diego, UC 

Santa Barbara, UC Berkley, Stanford 

or the University of Chicago. Jaeda 

is the daughter of Ron and Lindsay 

Walden and has a sister, Luthfia.
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he Executive Committee 

is elected annually by the 

Pasadena Tournament of 

Roses Board of Directors 

and is comprised of 

14 volunteer members 

of the Association. The Executive 

Committee sets and manages policies 

and business affairs of the Association. 

Executive Committee

First Row: left to right: Ed Morales, Amy 
Wainscott, Robert B. Miller, Alex Aghajanian, 
Laura Farber. Second Row: left to right: 
Zabrina Alibadbad, Pamela Knapp, Susy 
Woo, Tiffany Gardner, Cecil Griffin. Third 
Row: left to right: Mark Leavens, Craig 
Washington, Terry Madigan, David Thaxton.

Bob Miller 

President

Amy Wainscott 

Executive Vice President

Alex Aghajanian 

Treasurer

Ed Morales 

Secretary

Mark Leavens 

Vice President

Terry Madigan 

Vice President

Pamela Knapp 

Vice President

Craig Washington 

Vice President

Laura Farber  

Immediate Past President

Zabrina Alibadbad 

At-Large

Tiffany Gardner 

At-Large

David Thaxton 

At-Large

Cecil Griffin 

At-Large

Susy Woo 

At-Large

Directors

Melissa Baiunco-

Augustyn

Jay Brown

Ernesto Cardenas

James Ciampa

Greg Custer

Karen Jong

David Link

Ruth Martinez-Baenen

Jason Melillo

Kirkland Ogawa

Kathryn Perini

Stephen Perry

Ellen Swagerty

Russell Thyret

Alex Young

Life Directors

John Biggar

Sally Bixby

Lorne Brown

Kenneth Burrows

Robert Cheney

Richard Chinen

Dave Davis

Don Fedde

Gerald Freeny

Wilbur H Griest

Gary Hayward

Paul Holman

Richard Jackson

R. Scott Jenkins

CL Keedy

Ira Matthiessen

Ronald Okum

Dick Ratliff

Brad Ratliff

Gary Thomas

Jeffrey Throop

Lance Tibbet

Art Welsh

Elizabeth Wright

Honorary Life Directors

John Dorger

William Flinn

Jack French

Honorary Directors

Edward Afsharian

Anthony Alexakis

Whitelaw Allen

Peter Arnold

Loren Brodhead

John Cabot

W Robert Clark

Carole Curran

John Cushman

Dickran Dadourian

Richard De Jesu

Thomas Delahooke

John Delgatto

Joseph Delgatto

Rockne Flanagan

L Raymond Freer

Peter Gonzales

Lawrence Gray

Gordon Hamilton

Bruce Hayes

Harland Heath

L Don Hopf

Robert Johnson

Linda Klausner

Loren Klock

William Kobayashi

Joan Madsen

Phillip Marrone

Paul Martinet

Paul Maurin

Thomas McEntire

Jon Montgomery

Don Murphy

Neil Nickle

Jon Pawley

Carol Pfaffmann

Richard Phegley

C Anthony Phillips

Barbara Pieper

John Reitnouer

Maura Rountree-Brown

Eugene Smith

Jeffrey Smith

John Stevenson

Thomas Willis

E Milton Wilson

Charles Wood

James Zeutzius
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ach Tournament 

of Roses volunteer 

member is assigned to 

one of 32 committees, 

with responsibilities 

ranging from selecting 

parade participants to directing 

visitors on New Year’s Day, to 

serving food to band members at 

the end of the parade route and 

giving presentations about the 

association to community groups.

Committees, Chairs 
and Vice Chairs

 1 3 3 R D  R O S E  P A R A D E ®  P R E S E N T E D  B Y  H O N D A

Front Row: left to right: Linda Whittlesey, Ron Chase, Marla Borowski, Kassie Douglass, Tina Lowenthal, Ruth Martinez-Baenen, Amy Garrity, Karen Jong, 
Ernesto Cardenas, Teresa Chaure, Ciran Hadjian, Steve Perry, Missy Baiunco-Augustyn, Gary Leonard. Second Row: left to right: Brian James, Alain Camiling, 
Kiki Gerardo, Cristina Callahan-Parker, Joan Madsen, Mike Gin, Chris Fontes, Kirk Ogawa, Jason Melillo, Gloria Castro-Trejo. Third Row: left to right: Grier Ross, 
Vanessa Schulz, Michael De Francisco, UNKOWN, Kathy Perini, Ron Chase, Tom McEntee, Sharon Naugle. Fourth Row (back row): left to right: Jim Ciampa, 
Dave Hopf, Jerome Cannon, Brad Stephenson, Karen Palmersheim, Chris Lyons, Kevin Walsh, Stephen Macala, Russ Thyret. Not Pictured: Marni Anderson, 
Steven Arellano, Zareh Baghdassarian, Jay Brown, Leo Cablayan, Rush Cervantes, Greg Custer, Laura Farber, Leigh Gluck, Robert Hickam, Dave Link, Jefferson 
Martinez, Shannon McConnell, Matt McIntyre, Phil Orozco, Charlie Pastre, Herman Quispe, Sonia Rojas, Natalie Russell, Chris Saito, Rafael Sanchez, Eve 
Santillan, Laurie Stiver, Ellen Swagerty, Mike Tao, Kirk Thorell, Lance Tibbet, Jonathan Worley, Jamen Wurm, and Alex Young.

Alumni /Social Media
Chair: Tina Lowenthal
Promotes and develops social 
media efforts to inform and 
engage members and the 
community.

Communications & 
Credentials
Chair: Karen Jong
Vice Chair: Herman Quispe
Coordinates telephone and 
radio communications and 
secures and distributes 
credentials for the Rose 
Parade and related events.

Community Relations
Chair: Brian James
Vice Chair: Mike Tao
Fulfills speaking engagements 
to community organizations 
and local schools. Hosts 
Association community events 
and Parade viewing for the 
disabled.

Coronation & VIP Tailgate
Jay Brown, Chair
Matt McIntyre, Vice Chair
Produces the Rose Queen and 
Royal Court Coronation event 
and VIP-Tailgate Party for 
guests of the Association.

Decorating Places
Chair: Shannon McConnell
Vice Chair: Brad Stephenson, 
Ron Chase
Manages the public viewing of 
floats at designated building 
locations. 

Equestrian
Chair: Jim Ciampa
Vice Chair: Phil Orozco,  
Karen Palmersheim
Coordinates the participation 
of the equestrian entries, 
and hosts the Equestrian 
Reception and Equestfest.

Float Construction
Chair: Greg Custer
Vice Chair: David Hopf
Supervises construction of all 
floats and verifies compliance 
with all Tournament guidelines.

Float Entries
Chair: Tom McEntee
Vice Chair: Marni Anderson
Coordinates the participation 
of the float entries. Develops 
the official parade line-up.

Food Services
Chair: Amy Garrity
Vice Chair: Linda Whittlesey
Provides food and beverage 
service for volunteers and 
participants at a variety of 
Association events.

Football
Chair: Laura Farber
Vice Chair: Laurie Stiver
Represents the Association 
with partner conferences 
(PAC-12 and Big Ten) and 
other universities and 
conferences participating in 
the Rose Bowl Game and CFP 
games. Participates in the 
selection of Rose Bowl Hall of 
Fame.

Formation area
Chair: Jason Melillo
Vice Chair: Kevin Walsh, 
Sharon Naugle
Secures the area where 
the Parade is formed by 
closing streets, assisting law 
enforcement with crowd 
control and resident access 
from New Year’s Eve through 
the duration of the Parade. 
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Committees, Chairs
and Vice Chairs

Heritage
Chair: Kathy Perini
Vice Chair: Cristina Callahan-
Parker
Trains and assigns committee 
members as docents for 
guided tours of the Wrigley 
Mansion. Maintains historical 
collection of Association 
memorabilia.

Host
Chair: Ron Rodriguez
Vice Chair: Eve Santillan
Plans and hosts a variety of 
activities for the President's 
Party, event guests and 
other VIP attendees of the 
Association.

Judging
Chair: Dave Link
Vice Chair: Gloria Castro-Trejo
Selects, invites and hosts the 
float judges, and announces 
float award winners.

Liaison And Planning
Chair: Lance Tibbet
Vice Chair: Chris Lyons
Serves as liaison with the City 
of Pasadena, other agencies 
and Association committees 
for compliance with all rules, 
regulations and ordinances.

Media Operations/ 
Hall Of Fame
Chair: Stephen Macala
Vice Chair: Rush Cervantes
Assists Rose Bowl Game 
Management with central 
press headquarters, media 
transportation, press 
conferences and distribution 
of game statistics. Plans and 
executes the Rose Bowl Hall of 
Fame induction ceremony. 

Membership Development
Chair: Ernesto Cardenas
Vice Chair: Chris Saito
Manages new member 
recruitment and orientation 
activities. Hosts Membership 
events and oversees the 
College Intern program.

Music 
Chair: Ellen Swagerty
Vice Chair: Rafael Sanchez, 
Kiki Gerardo, Grier Ross
Invites and coordinates the 
participation of the music 
entries. Plans and produces 
Bandfest.

Parade Operations
Chair: Russ Thyret
Vice Chair: Michael 
DeFrancisco, Kassie Douglass, 
Mike Gin
Oversees operations of the 
Rose Parade from beginning 
to end, from official lineup, 
timing and Floatfest 
disbanding.

Post Parade
Chair: Robert Hickam
Vice Chair: Alain Camiling, 
Chris Fontes, Natalie Russell
Receives the float entries in 
the Floatfest park. Coordinates 
and produces Floatfest-A Rose 
Parade Showcase.

Press Photo/Trophy
Chair: Leigh Gluck
Vice Chair: Jonathan Worley
Provides all parade participant 
entries with a commemorative 
photo. Assists and manages 
the media center, media 
towers and VIP press 
grandstands.

Queen And Court
Chair: Steve Perry
Vice Chair: Teresa Chaure
Organizes participation in the 
Royal Court interview process. 
Interviews and selects the 
official Royal Court members. 
Plans and coordinates all 
Royal Court events and 
appearances.

Services And Properties
Chair: Kirk Thorell
Vice Chair: Charlie Pastre
Oversees parade related 
service and security contracts 
and serves as liaison between 
vendors and Association 
committees.

Special Events
Chair: Kirk Ogawa
Vice Chair: Sonia Rojas
Manages and coordinates 
most Association catered 
events on Tournament House 
grounds and other locations. 
Responsible for sourcing 
vendors, selecting menus 
and working with designated 
committees on a variety of 
events.

Student Ambassadors
Chair: Jerome Cannon
Vice Chair: Steven Arellano
Works and promotes 
volunteerism by training 
Student Ambassadors from 
eligible schools to work with 
the public at Association 
events.

Television & Radio
Chair: Ciran Hadjian
Vice Chair: Vanessa Schulz
Serves as liaison to all 
broadcast media outlets that 
provide live coverage of the 
Parade. Assists production 
staff with parade information 
and logistics.

Tournament Auxiliary
Chair: Joan Madsen
Vice Chair: Leo Cablayan
Responsible for organizing 
Honorary Members who 
provide auxiliary services to 
committees seeking additional 
volunteer support.

Tournament Entries
Chair: Missy Baiunco-
Augustyn
Vice Chair: Jefferson Martinez
Coordinates all official 
Association entries including 
selection of vehicles for the 
Grand Marshal, President 
and Mayor of Pasadena, the 
Royal Court and Conference 
Floats, and the award banners. 
Responsible for Tournament 
House grounds, security and 
public inquiries on parade eve 
and parade day.

Tournament Grandstands
Chair: Alex Young
Vice Chair: Jamen Wurm
Responsible for coordinating 
services and hosting guests of 
the Association in the official 
grandstands.

Transportation
Chair: Gary Leonard
Vice Chair: Zareh 
Baghdassarian
Coordinates the use of official 
Association vehicles and rental 
of supplementary vehicles. 
Provides transportation to 
Association guests, partners 
and other VIPs.

University Entertainment
Chair: Ruth Martinez-Baenen
Vice Chair: Marla Borowski
Hosts the visiting football 
teams and Rose Bowl Game 
representatives, attending 
variety of events and activities 
throughout Southern 
California.
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Santa Anita Park 
Ad

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE TOURNAMENT OF ROSES

Spectacular Indoor & Outdoor Spaces in a Stunning Setting
Santa Anita’s team of event professionals can create the experience of a lifetime. 
Business meetings to elegant social events, intimate gatherings to large parties, 
traditional to creative- we will deliver your full-service experience of a lifetime.

Contact an Event Professional Today
285 W. Huntington Drive, Arcadia, CA  |  626.574.6400  |  group.sales@santaanita.com  |  santaanita.com
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Staff

Front Row: left to right: Jeannette Collier, Pam Walker, Peyton Cochrane. Second Row: left to right: Carlos Hernandez, Catalina Combs, Nina Wiktor, Bryan 
Stewart, Aida Muciño, Jess Seraiva, Jeff Allen, Marcos Nevarez. Third Row: left to right: : David Eads, Mandy Denaux, Ryan Lynn Johnson, Alex McNulty, 
Stephanie Laguna, Lisa Brown, Dustin Miller, Carlos Illingworth, Candy Carlson. Fourth Row: left to right: Ramil Villegas, John Henderson, Brittany Grant, 
Corbin Hill, Danita Shipman, Monique Sims, Kevin Ash, Eric Solomon. Not Pictured: Alyssa Cole, Azucena Duran, Amelia Gomez-Stitt, Lexi Ibañez, Amy Kule, 
Karen Linhart, Katie Lipp, Rebecca Rancatore, Traci Ridling, Reese Rosental Saporito, Mariela Spillari.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE TOURNAMENT OF ROSES

Spectacular Indoor & Outdoor Spaces in a Stunning Setting
Santa Anita’s team of event professionals can create the experience of a lifetime.
Business meetings to elegant social events, intimate gatherings to large parties,
traditional to creative- we will deliver your full-service experience of a lifetime.

Contact an Event Professional Today
285 W. Huntington Drive, Arcadia, CA  |  626.574.6400  |  group.sales@santaanita.com  |  santaanita.com

Executive Office

David Eads 
Executive Director, CEO

Stephanie Laguna
Manager, Executive Office 

Marcos Nevarez 
Coordinator, Executive Office

Community Relations

Carlos Illingworth 
Senior Director, Community 
Relations

Ryan Lynn Johnson 
Foundation & Community 
Relations Manager

Aida Muciño 
Community Relations Assistant

Azucena Duran 
2021–22 Rose Fellow

Finance

Jeff Allen 
Chief Financial Officer

Ramil Villegas 
Director, Finance

Nina Wiktor 
Senior Manager, Finance

Corbin Hill 
Senior Manager, Ticket 
Operations

Pam Walker 
Business Office Coordinator

Amelia Gomez-Stitt 
Finance Office Coordinator

Dustin Miller 
IT Manager

Marketing, Communications 
& Membership

Mandy Denaux 
Senior Director, Marketing, 
Communications & 
Membership

Candy Carlson 
Director, Communications

Katie Lipp 
Senior Manager, Graphic 
Design & Art Direction

Alex McNulty 
Manager, Member Services

Catalina Combs 
Marketing & Communications 
Coordinator

Carlos Hernandez 
Coordinator, Digital Marketing 

Lisa Brown 
Membership & Public Services 
Assistant

Lexi Ibañez 
Digital Consultant

Reese Rosental Saporito 
Seasonal Marketing & 
Communications

Danita Shipman 
Seasonal Membership & Public 
Services Assistant

Rebecca Rancatore 
Seasonal Membership & Public 
Services Assistant

Parade Development

Bryan Stewart 
Lead Executive, Parade 
Development Office

Eric Solomon 
Senior Director, Strategic 
Partnerships

Monique Sims 
Senior Director, Sponsor 
Relations and Licensing

Mariela Spillari 
Senior Manager, Parade 
Development & Events

Jeannette Collier 
Director, Parade Participant 
Relations

Amy Kule 
Executive in Charge of 
Television Production

Procurement & Facilities

Traci Ridling 
Senior Director, Procurement 
& Facilities

Jess Seraiva 
Coordinator, Procurement 
& Facilities 

Rose Bowl Game

Kevin Ash 
Chief Administrative Officer, 
Rose Bowl Game

John Henderson 
Senior Director of Operations, 
Rose Bowl Game

Brittany Grant 
Director, Team & 
VIP Operations

Karen Linhart 
Director, Marketing & Media

Alyssa Cole 
Senior Manager, Marketing & 
Events

Peyton Cochrane 
Coordinator, Rose Bowl Game
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Anthony Davis

Ron Simpkins

Jim Delany

On Location is proud to be the Official Fan-to-Fan Ticket Exchange, Hospitality & Corporate Travel Partner of the Rose Bowl Game®
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nown as the Granddaddy of Them 

All, the Rose Bowl Game has kicked 

off many college football legacies 

since it began in 1902. The game has 

showcased 21 Heisman Trophy winners, 

produced 30 national champions, 

featured 227 consensus All-Americans and has 

honored 136 college football legends by inducting 

them into the Rose Bowl Hall of Fame. This year’s 

Rose Bowl game will be a traditional matchup, 

featuring top team from the Pac-12 Conference and 

Big Ten Conference on January 1, 2022

The Rose Bowl Hall of Fame was established in 1989 

to pay tribute to members of the Rose Bowl Game 

who have contributed to the history and excitement 

of the game, and those who embody the highest 

level of passion, strength, tradition, and honor 

associated with The Granddaddy of Them All. With 

the addition of this year’s class, the Rose Bowl Hall 

of Fame includes 136 inductees over its 33-year 

history. Inductees are honored with a permanent 

plaque that includes their name and year of 

induction at The Court of Champions at the Rose 

Bowl Stadium, they are featured during the Rose 

Parade® presented by Honda® and are recognized 

on the field during the Rose Bowl Game. 

Anthony Davis is one of the many great running 

backs to have played at USC, but few can match 

his output and his wins. The Davis-led Trojans 

had a 31-3-2 record in his three seasons at USC, 

including three Rose Bowl Game appearances 

and two National Championships. Across his 

three visits to The Granddaddy of Them All, Davis 

tallied 342 all-purpose yards and three scores, 

helping the Trojans to victories in the 1973 and 

1975 games. The USC legend was inducted into the 

USC Athletics Hall of Fame in 1999 and the College 

Football Hall of Fame in 2005. Davis was drafted 

in the NFL and MLB Drafts but chose football and 

played in the World Football League, Canadian 

Football League and NFL for six seasons between 

1975 and 1983.

Jim Delany served as the Commissioner of the 

Big Ten Conference from 1989 to 2020, retiring 

as one of the most influential figures in college 

athletics. Delany had numerous accomplishments 

as Big Ten Commissioner, including the creation 

of the Big Ten Network, the development and 

implementation of the first college football replay 

system and the negotiation of broadcast rights for 

college football and basketball. He was a leader 

and advocate for gender equity in college sports 

and initiated the Big Ten Gender Equity Action 

Plan in 1992, which aimed for 40 percent of all 

athletes in the conference to be female within five 

years. Delany was instrumental in the creation of 

the Bowl Championship Series and the College 

Football Playoff but worked diligently to maintain 

the tradition and history of the Rose Bowl Game.

Ron Simpkins led the Michigan defense to three 

straight editions of The Granddaddy of Them 

All from 1977 to 1979. The Wolverines came 

up just short in all three games despite stellar 

performances from Simpkins. The linebacker 

tallied a then-Rose Bowl Game record 16 tackles 

in the loss to Washington in 1978, including 13 solo 

stops. He followed up that performance with 12 

tackles in the 1979 Rose Bowl Game against USC. 

The 1979 consensus All-American was selected by 

the Cincinnati Bengals in the 1981 NFL Draft. He 

played seven seasons in the NFL and later worked 

at Wayne State University, where he oversaw the 

implementation of grant-based initiatives centered 

around encouraging Detroit youth to participate in 

sports to aid in the development of leadership skills. 

Rose Bowl Game 
Hall of Fame Inductees

PrimeSport Ad
Anthony Davis

Ron Simpkins

Jim Delany

Rose Bowl Game Presented by Capital One Venture X

Anthony Davis

Ron Simpkins

Jim Delany
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Float Awards

FLOAT DESIGN

Theme

Most outstanding presentation of 

the Rose Parade Theme

Bob Hope Humor

Most whimsical & amusing float

Director

Most outstanding artistic design and use 

of floral and non-floral materials

Crown City Innovator

Most outstanding use of imagination, 

innovation & technology*

Grand Marshal

Most outstanding creative concept 

and float design

Fantasy

Most outstanding display of fantasy 

and imagination

Animation

Most outstanding use of animation

Americana

Most outstanding depiction of national 

treasures and traditions

Golden State

Most outstanding depiction of life in 

California

Mayor

Most outstanding float from a 

participating city

FLORAL PRESENTATION

President

Most outstanding use and presentation of 

flowers

Isabella Coleman

Most outstanding presentation of color 

and color harmony through floral design

Queen

Most outstanding presentation of roses

Leishman Public Spirit

Most outstanding floral presentation from 

a non-commercial participant

Princess

Most outstanding floral presentation 

among entries 35 feet and under in length

Past President

Most outstanding innovation in the 

use of floral and non-floral materials

Founder

Most outstanding float build and 

decorated by volunteers from a 

community or organization

International

Most outstanding float from outside 

the United States

Tournament Volunteer

Most outstanding floral presentation 

of the Rose Parade Theme among floats 

35 feet & under in length

ENTERTAINMENT VALUE

Extraordinaire

Most extraordinary float*

Wrigley Legacy

Most outstanding display of floral 

presentation, float design and 

entertainment*

Judges

Most outstanding float design and 

dramatic impact*

Showmanship

Most outstanding display of showmanship 

& entertainment*

*Including units 55 feet in length & greater

Top Award

Sweepstakes

Most beautiful entry, encompassing 

float design, floral presentation, 

& entertainment

Janet Gallagher AIFD is an associate 

professor of Horticulture at Kishwaukee College 

in Malta, Illinois. She has been actively involved 

in the floral industry for more than 34 years as 

an educator and designer. Janet is the founder 

and CEO of Designs by Janet, a successful 

special event floral company. She has been a 

member of The American Institute of Floral 

Designers for 18 years, where she has served 

as both the Education Chair and the National 

Student Chapter chair. Janet has served on 

the board and is currently the scholarship 

chairperson for the North Central Regional 

Chapter of AIFD.

Being a lifelong learner is a passion for Janet. 

Each opportunity and new project present 

a host of unique ways to combine her floral 

design, horticulture and education skills. Janet 

has consistently fostered creativity through 

collaboration and team spirit, from designing at 

the White House to the Krannert Art Museum 

at the University of Illinois Champaign, from 

creating a floral display for the Chicago Flower 

and Garden show to arranging at the Dana 

Thomas House in Springfield, IL.

Additionally, Janet has worked with her 

students to plan, design and implement the 

event décor for the College Foundation Gala 

and the historic Ellwood House Museum each 

year. Her unique vision continually challenges 

and inspires her students to view their floral 

designs from many different design aspects. 

She currently serves as the floral instructor for 

the Illinois State Florist Association Certified 

Professional Florist program and, as a certified 

floral evaluator, Janet has also served as 

a judge for numerous floral competitions, 

including FFA.
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Float Awards

 
Judges

Janet Gallagher AIFD is an associate 

professor of Horticulture at Kishwaukee College 

in Malta, Illinois. She has been actively involved 

in the floral industry for more than 34 years as 

an educator and designer. Janet is the founder 

and CEO of Designs by Janet, a successful 

special event floral company. She has been a 

member of The American Institute of Floral 

Designers for 18 years, where she has served 

as both the Education Chair and the National 

Student Chapter chair. Janet has served on 

the board and is currently the scholarship 

chairperson for the North Central Regional 

Chapter of AIFD.

Being a lifelong learner is a passion for Janet. 

Each opportunity and new project present 

a host of unique ways to combine her floral 

design, horticulture and education skills. Janet 

has consistently fostered creativity through 

collaboration and team spirit, from designing at 

the White House to the Krannert Art Museum 

at the University of Illinois Champaign, from 

creating a floral display for the Chicago Flower 

and Garden show to arranging at the Dana 

Thomas House in Springfield, IL.

Additionally, Janet has worked with her 

students to plan, design and implement the 

event décor for the College Foundation Gala 

and the historic Ellwood House Museum each 

year. Her unique vision continually challenges 

and inspires her students to view their floral 

designs from many different design aspects. 

She currently serves as the floral instructor for 

the Illinois State Florist Association Certified 

Professional Florist program and, as a certified 

floral evaluator, Janet has also served as 

a judge for numerous floral competitions, 

including FFA.

 

John Piper is a licensed hot air balloon pilot, 

craftsman, creative wunderkind and has always 

loved parades. His first parade experience came 

at a young age, when he was a member of the 

All-American Marching Band and performed in 

the 1974 Rose Parade.

John is the former vice president of the Macy's 

Parade Studio. He oversaw the design and 

production of all balloons, floats and elements 

for the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade. Since 

1980, John was part of the Macy’s Parade 

Studio and had been at the helm of production 

since 2001, before retiring in 2020.

Working with artists responsible for the design 

and production of the giant character balloons 

and fantasy-filled floats, John led the team 

in the design and production of more than 

80 new floats, 67 giant character balloons, 

20 balloonicles, dozens of character "balloon 

heads" and a handful of "trycaloons." He has 

collaborated with artistic teams from Disney, 

Universal, DreamWorks, Cirque Du Soleil, 

Nickelodeon, the Hallmark Channel, Peanuts, the 

Oneida Indian Nation and the History Channel.

Under John's leadership and creative eye, the 

entire team at Macy’s Parade Studio designed 

and constructed elements for other events, 

including the 4th of July Fireworks, Spring 

Flower Shows, in flagship stores across the 

country, the Universal Holiday Parade featuring 

Macy’s at Universal Studios Orlando and major 

holiday promotions in New York, Philadelphia, 

Chicago, Atlanta and San Francisco. John and 

the Parade Studio production team brought 

enchantment to life all year round.

J. Keith White AIFD is partner and design 

director of AANDK Productions, a special 

events company. Known for his floral vision 

and extraordinary designs, Keith is no stranger 

to news media. His programs and projects 

have been covered by broadcast, print and 

online journalism for more than three decades. 

Sponsored by FTD, his masterful floral designs for 

the official VIP Entries vehicles in the annual Rose 

Parade have been viewed by millions since 2006.

Keith's talents as a floral designer, visual 

merchandiser and educator have been 

recognized and awarded throughout the floral 

industry. Keith represented the United States 

as its Floral Design Competitor in the Interflora 

World Cup at the World Expo 2010 in Shanghai, 

China, served as a Judge for the Interflora 

World Cup in Melbourne, Australia in 2004 

and was a Judge for the FTD America's Cup in 

Washington, D.C. in 2018.

Since his induction into the prestigious 

American Institute of Floral Designers (AIFD) 

in 1996, Keith has presented several main stage 

programs at various AIFD Symposiums: Palm 

Desert (2007), Seattle (2005), Chicago (2001) 

and Dallas (1997). He is currently preparing 

to present in Las Vegas in Summer 2022. 

While he is known for his showmanship and 

professionalism, Keith's programs highlight 

meaningful, educational content.

Keith is an Associate Instructor at Houston 

School of Flowers, which offers an AIFD/CFD 

certification course, advanced design classes 

and special event seminars. Through Keith's 

roles as a member of AIFD, a partner on the 

FTD Education Team, and creative director of 

American Floral Trends, he has defined and 

redefined floristry not as an independent art 

form but as a service of luxury merchandise in a 

global marketplace.
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Broadcast Partners

JANUARY 1, 2022
Live 8 a.m. PST

133rd

JANUARY 1, 2022
Live 2 p.m. PST

108th

  1 3 3 R D  R O S E  P A R A D E ®  P R E S E N T E D  B Y  H O N D A

NATIONAL BROADCASTS
The Rose Parade will be broadcast live in the U.S. beginning  

at 8 a.m. PST, on Saturday, January 1, 2022. Please check your 

local broadcast listings for more information.

Following the Rose Parade,  
be sure to tune in to the 108th Rose Bowl Game,  

broadcast exclusively on ESPN.

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTS
The Rose Parade truly is a world-wide event.  

It also airs in many countries around the world, including  

telecasts live in Armenia, the Caribbean, Latin America, and on  

American Forces Network. Outlets west of the International  

Dateline may schedule the 2022 Rose Parade later in the year.  

For more information about our broadcasters visit:  

www.tournamentofroses.com/broadcast-partners.
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Broadcast Partners

108th

Following the Rose Parade,  
be sure to tune in to the 108th Rose Bowl Game,  

broadcast exclusively on ESPN.
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Volunteer Membership

As one of the leading volunteer organizations in the world, 

the Pasadena Tournament of Roses focuses on engaging our 

members in fun, meaningful and rewarding experiences. The 

Association understands that people have limited time to 

contribute and multiple priorities. We work to ensure that we 

use our members’ time wisely and judiciously in carrying out 

the mission of the organization. 

We Are Pasadena
To our 935 volunteer members who, each year, contribute more than 80,000 
hours of combined service.

Your iconic status as a “White Suiter” means more to the community than 
you will ever know. You are spirited women and men with whom we could 
not do this without.

Thank you for helping bring America’s New Year Celebration to life!

Are you interested in joining the community of enthusiastic volunteers who 

help produce the Rose Parade, Rose Bowl Game and other Tournament of 

Roses events?

Tournament of Roses volunteer members have the opportunity to collaborate 

with other team members in the hands-on planning and execution of many 

events celebrating the New Year. It’s fun, it’s exciting, it’s a great way to meet 

new people and give back to the community.

For more information, connect with the Membership Department at 

membership@tournamentofroses.com or 626.449.4100.

WE DON’T GIVE UP 
OUR NEW YEAR’S 
DAY—WE MAKE IT 
HAPPEN!
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Volunteer Membership

tepping into the spotlight this year as the Presenting Sponsor of The First Mile 

is OneLegacy, the locally-based nonprofit organization that saves and heals 

lives through organ, eye and tissue donation. Serving more than 200 hospitals, 

10 transplant centers and local coroners’ offices throughout seven counties in 

Southern California, OneLegacy is the bridge to life for a diverse population 

of nearly 20 million Southern Californians while comforting the families they 

serve and inspiring their communities that they have the power to give the greatest gift—

the gift of life. 

Last year alone, OneLegacy enabled the transplant of 1,661 organs from 548 donors, 

marking the sixth consecutive year of record-breaking increases in lifesaving and healing 

organ donation and transplantation. In addition, more than 190,000 lives were healed, 

and their vision was restored through tissue and cornea donation, numbers especially 

impressive given the COVID-caused ban on elective procedures. 

The OneLegacy-led Donate Life float, with the theme Courage to Hope, marks the 19th year 

of participation in the Rose Parade. The float features dozens of participants, representing 

donation advocacy organizations from around the country. These participants will 

either ride on the float, walk alongside it, or be represented on the float with a memorial 

floragraph or floral sculpture. Each year the Donate Life Rose Parade float is the center of 

a national effort to reach viewers from around the nation and across the globe to share the 

important message that organ, eye and tissue donation saves and heals lives. 

For more information, visit OneLegacy.org. To register to become an organ, eye and tissue 
donor, visit OneLegacy.org/Register

OneLegacy Introduces 
The First Mile
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Sound Car  43 

Pace Car  43

Rose Parade Opening Spectacular  44

U.S. Air Force B-2 Spirit Flyover  45

Homewood Patriot Band  63

American Honda   47

Arabian Horse Association  51

Sierra Madre Rose Float Association  79

Bands of America Honor Band  52

RFD-TV / Mutual of Omaha’s Wild Kingdom  75

Mini Therapy Horses  71

Downey Rose Float Association  59

Tournament of Roses Grand Marshal  85

The UPS Store  83

Mira Mesa High School “Sapphire Sound”   72 
Marching Band and Color Guard

City of Alhambra  57

Saluting America’s Perseverance

United States Marine Corps Mounted  88 
Color Guard

Young Marines   88

USMC West Coast Composite Band  88

Trader Joe’s  87

Merced County Sheriff Posse  71

Donate Life  58

Pasadena City College Tournament of Roses  74  
Honor Band

Tournament of Roses President Bob Miller  85

The Lundquist Institute for Biomedical   81 
Innovation at Harbor UCLA

Pasadena Unified School District:   74 
Home Grown Talent, Global Impact

Rotary  75

The Valley Hunt Club  85

Wetzel’s Pretzels  89

Pasadena City College Tournament of Roses   73 
Herald Trumpets

2022 Royal Court  77

The Salvation Army Tournament  83 
of Roses Band

Lutheran Hour Ministries   70

Victorian Roses Ladies Riding Society  89

108th Rose Bowl Game University Float A  47

108th Rose Bowl Game University Band A   47

ABC’s The Bachelor  51

Norwegian Fjord Horses  72

Western Asset  89

Rose Bowl Hall of Fame Class of 2021  75

108th Rose Bowl Game University Float B  50

108th Rose Bowl Game University Band B   50

AMC Theatres  51 

Mayor of Pasadena  70

City of Burbank  57

Temecula Valley Horsemen’s Association  81

ENTRY  CATEGORY P.# ENTRY  CATEGORY P.#

ENTRY CATEGORIES      Bands       Equestrian       Floats       Perfomances       Tournament Entries

Order of March
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Mrs. Meyer’s Clean Day  72

TSU Aristocrat of Bands  87

City of Hope  57

Los Hermanos Banuelos Charro Team  67

Louisiana Travel—Mid-Parade Show  68

The New Buffalo Soldiers  82

Lions Clubs International  65

Arcadia Apache Marching Band   52 
and Color Guard

Blue Diamond Growers  53

Painted Ladies Rodeo Performers  73

San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance  77

Waukee Schools Combined Band  89

City of South Pasadena  58

Hawaii Pa’u Riders  61

Farmers Insurance  59

The Michael D. Sewell Memorial Foundation  82

The Band Directors Marching Band  82

City of Torrance  58

Scripps Miramar Ranch  77

Medically Home  71

Hebron Marching Band  63

La Cañada Flintridge  65

1st Cavalry Division Horse Cavalry  50 
Detachment

Kaiser Permanente  63

ENTRY  CATEGORY P.#

Downingtown High School Blue & Gold  59 
Marching Band

Kiwanis International  65

Los Angeles Unified School District  67  
All District High School Honor Band

California Physical Therapy Association  55 
(CPTA)

Spirit of the West Riders  79

China Airlines  55

Marching Panthers  70

AIDS Healthcare Foundation  51

United States Air Force Total Force Band  87

Shriners Children’s  79

Blue Shadows Mounted Drill Team  53

The Masked Singer  81

Gibson County TN Mass Band  61

Odd Fellows & Rebekahs  73

Budweiser Clydesdales  53

Cal Poly Universities  55

The Norco Cowgirls Rodeo Drill Team  83

Reese’s University   74

Georgia State University Panther Band  61

Grand Finale: Where Flowers and Football Meet  90

ENTRY CATEGORIES      Bands       Equestrian       Floats       Perfomances       Tournament Entries

ENTRY  CATEGORY P.# ENTRY  CATEGORY P.#
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Sharp Seating Ad

2023

626.795.4171
www.sharpseating.com

ROSE PARADE
®

ON SALE FEB 1st
TICKETS

The ONLY Official
Seating Company of the

Tournament of Roses®

OFFICIAL SEATING COMPANY
OF THE TOURNAMENT OF ROSES®

PARADE & ITS EVENTS
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2023

626.795.4171
www.sharpseating.com

ROSE PARADE
®

ON SALE FEB 1st
TICKETS

The ONLY Official
Seating Company of the

Tournament of Roses®

OFFICIAL SEATING COMPANY
OF THE TOURNAMENT OF ROSES®

PARADE & ITS EVENTS

2022 Rose Parade Pace Car 

2022 Acura NSX Type S

Pacing the 2022 Rose Parade presented by Honda is the new Acura NSX 

Type S, the ultimate expression of the brand’s commitment to Precision 

Crafted Performance. Hand-built exclusively at Acura’s Performance 

Manufacturing Center (PMC) in Marysville, Ohio, the NSX Type S 

celebrates the final year of second-generation production. Just 350 of 

these cutting-edge supercars will be built, with 300 units destined for 

U.S. customers. With a 0-60 under 3-seconds, and top speed over 190 

mph, the 600-horsepower NSX Type S will utilize its three electric motors 

to pace the Rose Parade at a more leisurely 2.5 miles per hour.

2022 Rose Parade Sound Car 

2022 Honda Passport TrailSport

The first-ever 2022 Honda Passport TrailSport serves as the Sound Car 

for the 2022 Rose Parade presented by Honda. The first in what will be a 

new series of Honda TrailSport vehicles, the refreshed, rugged Passport 

is equally at home on dirt and mud-strewn trails as it is on the highway, 

twisting mountain roads—and Colorado Boulevard in Pasadena. The new 

Passport was designed and developed by Honda’s Auto Development 

Center in Raymond, Ohio. The vehicle and its V6 engine are produced 

by associates at Honda’s Alabama Assembly Plant in Lincoln, Alabama, 

using domestic and globally-sourced parts. Honda has been producing 

automobiles in America for more than 35 years and currently operates 19 

major manufacturing facilities in North America.
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2022 Rose Parade Opening Spectacular 
presented by Honda

he 2022 Opening Spectacular is an inspiring performance that will kick 

the year off right. This year’s theme, “Dream. Believe. Achieve.” has 

been embraced and is exemplified in the talent in the 2022 Rose Parade 

presented by Honda.

Introducing the Opening Spectacular is 29-time Paralympic medalist 

Jessica Long, whose life has been nothing short of amazing. Born to a teenage mother 

in Siberia, burdened by congenital defects in her legs, and placed for adoption at 13 

months old, Jessica was able to persevere to become one of the most decorated female 

athletes in U.S. history. At just 18 months old, Jessica’s legs were amputated below 

the knee due to a rare bone disorder called fibular hemimelia. Her adopted family, 

however, would not let her physical differences limit her potential. With an unrelenting 

determination and belief in herself, Jessica has been able to reach the pinnacle of her 

sport and maintain her position amongst the best in the world for over a decade.
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2022 Rose Parade Opening Spectacular 
presented by Honda

The Opening Spectacular Features LeAnn Rimes
LeAnn Rimes is an international multi-platinum selling acclaimed 

singer and ASCAP award-winning songwriter who has sold more 

than 48 million units globally, won two Grammy® Awards; 12 

Billboard Music Awards; two World Music Awards; three Academy 

of Country Music Awards; two Country Music Association Awards 

and one Dove Award. At 14, Rimes won "Best New Artist” , making 

her the youngest recipient to take home a Grammy® Award.

Now celebrating her 25th anniversary as a recording artist, 

commemorating the release of her debut album “Blue,” and 

dreaming about the future release of her next studio album, 

“God’s Work”, in early 2022, LeAnn Rimes will once again kick  

off the new year with the Pasadena Tournament of Roses family.

Passionate about using her voice to help heal the world, LeAnn 

released a chant record in November of 2020 called CHANT: 

The Human & The Holy. Rimes continues her wellness journey 

while embodying the Rose Parade theme, “Dream. Believe. 

Achieve.”, with two seasons of her iHeartRadio podcast, Wholly 

Human, which brings her lifestyle blog, Soul of EverLe, to life and 

introduces fans to the teachers and wise souls that have made 

a positive impact on her life. LeAnn is currently serving as the 

inspiration judge on the discovery+ competition series, Meet Your 

Makers Showdown, which started streaming this past November.

Flyover—U.S. Air Force B-2 Spirit

Whiteman Air Force Base, Missouri
The 2022 Rose Parade and Rose Bowl Game flyover was 

conducted by the B-2 Spirit Stealth Bomber out of the 509th 

Bomb Wing, Whiteman Air Force Base, MO. Their mission is to 

execute strategic nuclear operations, lethal global strike and 

combat support.... anytime, anywhere! The unit is America’s 

premier strategic bomber unit and continues a storied legacy of 

groundbreaking airpower. America’s B-2 Spirit pilots, maintainers, 

and support Airmen are ready to ring in another new year in 

Pasadena with having supported these historic events for close 

to two decades; for more information, visit www.whiteman.af.mil.
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Honda Ad

American Honda

“Believe and Achieve!”

Artistic Entertainment Services

Honda's 2022 Rose Parade float, “Believe and Achieve!,” celebrates 

the theme of this year's Rose Parade, “Dream, Believe, Achieve” by 

showcasing the Power of Dreams. 

The float depicts a young girl with a boundless passion for invention. She’s 

blasting off wearing a rocket pack she’s designed and built, using her 

imagination and the tools you see on the float, assisted by her four-legged 

friend and cheerleader, her pet dog. 

The blast-off depicted on the float began as the young girl’s dream; 

powered by her belief in herself and her ability to make it happen; and 

finally, the achievement of her dream. And judging by the band aids, she’s 

put in a lot of hard work and overcome a few challenges along the way. 

Honda believes in embracing the dreams of and creating opportunities 

for the next generation. They know educating today’s youth will inspire 

creativity and spark innovation to help solve tomorrow’s challenges. This 

is why Honda has made STEAM (Science-Technology-Engineering-Art-

Mathematics) education and career readiness a top priority, so that young 

108th Rose Bowl Game presented by  
Capital One Venture X 

University Float A

Artistic Entertainment Services 

This university team float features cheerleaders jump starting the 

excitement and support among football fans for today’s game. The float 

also features a giant football surrounded by beautiful flowers that help 

rally Rose Bowl Game and Rose Parade fans alike. 

108th Rose Bowl Game presented by  
Capital One Venture X 

University Band A

Representing their school down the parade route playing loud and proud, 

this university band will also showcase their school colors and talent during 

the pre-game and halftime shows for today’s 108th Rose Bowl Game.
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American Honda

“Believe and Achieve!”

Artistic Entertainment Services

Honda's 2022 Rose Parade float, “Believe and Achieve!,” celebrates 

the theme of this year's Rose Parade, “Dream, Believe, Achieve” by 

showcasing the Power of Dreams. 

The float depicts a young girl with a boundless passion for invention. She’s 

blasting off wearing a rocket pack she’s designed and built, using her 

imagination and the tools you see on the float, assisted by her four-legged 

friend and cheerleader, her pet dog. 

The blast-off depicted on the float began as the young girl’s dream; 

powered by her belief in herself and her ability to make it happen; and 

finally, the achievement of her dream. And judging by the band aids, she’s 

put in a lot of hard work and overcome a few challenges along the way. 

Honda believes in embracing the dreams of and creating opportunities 

for the next generation. They know educating today’s youth will inspire 

creativity and spark innovation to help solve tomorrow’s challenges. This 

is why Honda has made STEAM (Science-Technology-Engineering-Art-

Mathematics) education and career readiness a top priority, so that young 

108th Rose Bowl Game presented by  
Capital One Venture X 

Ohio State

Artistic Entertainment Services 

This university team float features cheerleaders jump starting the 

excitement and support among football fans for today’s game. The float 

also features a giant football surrounded by beautiful flowers that help 

rally Rose Bowl Game and Rose Parade fans alike. 

108th Rose Bowl Game presented by  
Capital One Venture X 

Ohio State

Representing their school down the parade route playing loud and proud, 

this university band will also showcase their school colors and talent during 

the pre-game and halftime shows for today’s 108th Rose Bowl Game.

people like this aspiring engineer can make their dreams a reality. 

To further illustrate this idea, float riders include several female associates 

working in STEAM-related fields, from Honda locations across the country. 

These associates personify what can happen when young people follow 

their dreams.
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s presenting sponsor of the 2022 Rose Parade®, Honda 

is showcasing the Power of Dreams in celebration of this 

year's parade theme, “Dream, Believe, Achieve.” 

Honda believes in embracing the dreams of and creating 

opportunities for the next generation. By educating 

today’s youth, we can inspire creativity and spark innovation to help 

solve tomorrow’s challenges. 

Honda has made science, technology, engineering, arts and math 

(STEAM) education and career readiness top priorities, so that young 

people can make their dreams a reality and reach their life’s potential. 

One of the ways Honda is doing this is through an innovative program 

developed in collaboration with the Center of Science and Industry 

(COSI) in Columbus, Ohio. Using the proceeds from an auction of the 

first Acura NSX Type S—the same model serving as the official Pace 

Car of the 2022 Rose Parade presented by Honda—Honda and COSI 

will provide more than 20,000 award-winning COSI Learning Lunchbox 

STEAM Kits to students in need. 

To further illustrate what can happen when you follow your dreams, 

several women currently working at Honda in STEAM-related fields 

serve as float riders. Sue Bai, Nicole Harvel, and Yolanda Pate work at 

Honda locations in several states and focus on engineering, advanced 

vehicle safety research, product quality and user experience. 

“Since I was a child, I have always been curious about how things work. 

My father is a college professor and chair of the physics department. 

He always encouraged me to learn as much as I could towards finding 

answers to satisfy my curiosity,” said Sue Bai, chief engineer at Honda 

Research Institute.

At Honda, Every Dream 
Begins with STEAM
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Sue Bai

Nicole Harvel

Yolanda Pate
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ABC’s The Bachelor 

“A New Journey Blooms”

Artistic Entertainment Services

ABC’s The Bachelor is the original primetime romance reality series. 

Twenty years later, the pop-culture juggernaut continues to dominate TV 

ratings. As the new season approaches, The Bachelor float is here to get 

the excitement flowing as it commemorates the 20th anniversary of the 

franchise. ABC’s The Bachelor Float, “A New Journey Blooms,” sets the 

stage for romance and love with the scaled-down version of the exotic 

Villa De La Vina and breathtaking circular driveway, centered around the 

awe-inspiring tiered fountain nestled among symbolic red roses and lush 

tropical gardens.

AIDS Healthcare Foundation

“Vaccinate Our World”

Fiesta Parade Floats

The AIDS Healthcare Foundation is raising COVID-19 vaccine awareness 

with a space-age view of a globally healthy future. Their “Vaccinate Our 

World” float and its space travelers are set in a time when vaccines and 

state-of-the-art medicines are routinely accepted and efficient across 

the world. The float showcases their beautiful floral displays to raise 

awareness and encourage the global sharing of COVID-19 vaccines and 

technology with resource-poor countries around the world desperate for 

access to these lifesaving treatments. 

AMC Theatres

“We Make Movies Better”

Phoenix Decorating Company 

AMC Theatres has brought their 2022 vision of what makes going to AMC 

Theatres so special. The 2022 Rose Parade float replicates your local 

state-of-the-art AMC Theatre, with Twin AMC Theatres popcorn boxes 

flanking a giant movie screen teasing exciting new feature films. Popcorn 

of white, yellow and gold mums, theatre walls with shiny grey silver leaf 

and eucalyptus leaves, and dark and light lavender help bring this float 

to life. Float riders sit in comfort in actual AMC Theatre Leather chairs. 

Patrons standing at the lobby bar discuss their favorite movies as they 

await their scheduled screening time, all while cruising down the icon 

Rose Parade route.

108th Rose Bowl Game presented by  
Capital One Venture X 

University of Utah

All roads have led this University band to this moment. They find 

themselves among the crowds, ready to play to crowds along the 5 1/2-

mile parade route and inside the iconic Rose Bowl Stadium. It will be day 

to remember.

108th Rose Bowl Game presented by  
Capital One Venture X 

University of Utah

Artistic Entertainment Services 

School spirit is at the heart of this float. Representing one of the 

Universities set to play in the 108th Rose Bowl Game, the cheer squad 

is ready to get spectators ready for an exciting day. This float inspires 

enthusiasm and admiration for the top-notch student-athletes.

1st Cavalry Division Horse Cavalry Detachment

Fort Hood, Texas

Marshal: Captain Abigail Edwards 

The Horse Cavalry Detachment is a platoon size element with the most 

elite soldiers. All horses are quarter horse and matched in size and color- 

brown to dark brown, mules are light brown. Each mount has a black 

bridle emblazoned with brass rosettes. Attached to the saddles are a 

carbine holster, an extra blanket, and saddle bags. The Commander’s 

saddle has an officer’s saddle pad and an officer’s breast collar with a 

brass heart. The riders are outfitted in 1880’s U.S. Cavalry Uniforms, 

including black Stetsons with yellow cord for the Troopers, and a guilt 

cord for the Commander.
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ABC’s The Bachelor 

“A New Journey Blooms”

Artistic Entertainment Services

ABC’s The Bachelor is the original primetime romance reality series. 

Twenty years later, the pop-culture juggernaut continues to dominate TV 

ratings. As the new season approaches, The Bachelor float is here to get 

the excitement flowing as it commemorates the 20th anniversary of the 

franchise. ABC’s The Bachelor Float, “A New Journey Blooms,” sets the 

stage for romance and love with the scaled-down version of the exotic 

Villa De La Vina and breathtaking circular driveway, centered around the 

awe-inspiring tiered fountain nestled among symbolic red roses and lush 

tropical gardens.

AIDS Healthcare Foundation

“Vaccinate Our World”

Fiesta Parade Floats

The AIDS Healthcare Foundation is raising COVID-19 vaccine awareness 

with a space-age view of a globally healthy future. Their “Vaccinate Our 

World” float and its space travelers are set in a time when vaccines and 

state-of-the-art medicines are routinely accepted and efficient across 

the world. The float showcases their beautiful floral displays to raise 

awareness and encourage the global sharing of COVID-19 vaccines and 

technology with resource-poor countries around the world desperate for 

access to these lifesaving treatments. 

AMC Theatres

“We Make Movies Better”

Phoenix Decorating Company 

AMC Theatres has brought their 2022 vision of what makes going to AMC 

Theatres so special. The 2022 Rose Parade float replicates your local 

state-of-the-art AMC Theatre, with Twin AMC Theatres popcorn boxes 

flanking a giant movie screen teasing exciting new feature films. Popcorn 

of white, yellow and gold mums, theatre walls with shiny grey silver leaf 

and eucalyptus leaves, and dark and light lavender help bring this float 

to life. Float riders sit in comfort in actual AMC Theatres leather chairs. 

Patrons standing at the lobby bar discuss their favorite movies as they 

await their scheduled screening time, all while cruising down the icon 

Rose Parade route.

108th Rose Bowl Game presented by  
Capital One Venture X 

University of Utah

All roads have led this University band to this moment. They find 

themselves among the crowds, ready to play to crowds along the 5 1/2-

mile parade route and inside the iconic Rose Bowl Stadium. It will be day 

to remember.

108th Rose Bowl Game presented by  
Capital One Venture X 

University of Utah

Artistic Entertainment Services 

School spirit is at the heart of this float. Representing one of the 

Universities set to play in the 108th Rose Bowl Game, the cheer squad 

is ready to get spectators ready for an exciting day. This float inspires 

enthusiasm and admiration for the top-notch student-athletes.

1st Cavalry Division Horse Cavalry Detachment

Fort Hood, Texas

Marshal: Captain Abigail Edwards 

The Horse Cavalry Detachment is a platoon size element with the most 

elite soldiers. All horses are quarter horse and matched in size and color- 

brown to dark brown, mules are light brown. Each mount has a black 

bridle emblazoned with brass rosettes. Attached to the saddles are a 

carbine holster, an extra blanket, and saddle bags. The Commander’s 

saddle has an officer’s saddle pad and an officer’s breast collar with a 

brass heart. The riders are outfitted in 1880’s U.S. Cavalry Uniforms, 

including black Stetsons with yellow cord for the Troopers, and a guilt 

cord for the Commander.
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Arcadia Apache Marching Band and Color Guard

Arcadia, California

Directors: Kevin Sherrill & Tom Plunkett 

The Arcadia High School Apache Marching Band and Color Guard have 

been a consistently award-winning band in Southern California for more 

than 50 years. The band represents Arcadia in traditional red uniforms 

adorned with a large letter "A” and are very active performing at school 

activities and community events. The Arcadia Apache Marching Band 

and Color Guard have performed in the Pearl Harbor Memorial Parade, 

two Presidential Inaugural Parades and numerous NCAA football Bowl 

games. Mixing exciting music with a large band sound, the band’s precise 

marching and award-winning color guard are stunning.

Bands of America Honor Band

Unites States of America

Director: Richard Saucedo

The Bands of America Honor Band brings the best of the best from 

around the country to showcase their musical, marching talents. Its 

300 members represent schools from all 50 states to collaborate with 

an All-Star faculty of instructors from some of the finest high school 

band programs in America. This national honor band gives every high 

school band student in the country the opportunity to audition for a 

performance spot in this unforgettable event.

Arabian Horse Association

Sierra Madre, California

Marshal: Nancy Harvey 

The Arabian Horse Association is the single national organization for 

registering Arabian horses in the United States. Arabians are the oldest 

breed of horses with a rich and storied history. This group of Arabian 

owners from Southern California and Arizona are paired in various 

costumes with their horses. Their impressive versatility is displayed in a 

show horse in English attire, a working horse in Western attire, and their 

most famous costume of native attire. The most important duty of the 

Arabian horse, however, is serving as companion and support for people 

suffering with PTSD.
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Arcadia Apache Marching Band and Color Guard

Arcadia, California

Directors: Kevin Sherrill & Seth Murphy 

The Arcadia High School Apache Marching Band and Color Guard have 

been a consistently award-winning band in Southern California for more 

than 50 years. The band represents Arcadia in traditional red uniforms 

adorned with a large letter "A” and are very active performing at school 

activities and community events. The Arcadia Apache Marching Band 

and Color Guard have performed in the Pearl Harbor Memorial Parade, 

two Presidential Inaugural Parades and numerous NCAA football Bowl 

games. Mixing exciting music with a large band sound, the band’s precise 

marching and award-winning color guard are stunning.

Blue Shadow Mounted Drill Team

Lake View Terrace, California

Marshal: Allyson Wreede

The Blue Shadows Mounted Drill Team is a non-profit, equestrian 

organization teaching youth in Southern California teamwork and 

responsibility through equestrian drill and horsemanship. They most 

commonly use American Quarter Horses due to their versatility, but they 

accept all horse breeds. Look for thoroughbreds, Aztecas and even a 

Lusitano and Gypsy Vanner here in the group. Stainless steel dots accent 

the skirts of the black, leather saddles, while brightly colored turquoise 

adorns the horses’ bridles, breast collars, and protective boots worn on 

their front legs. More turquoise can be seen in the Navajo blanket worn 

under the saddle.

Bands of America Honor Band

Unites States of America

Director: Richard Saucedo

The Bands of America Honor Band brings the best of the best from 

around the country to showcase their musical, marching talents. Its 

300 members represent schools from all 50 states to collaborate with 

an All-Star faculty of instructors from some of the finest high school 

band programs in America. This national honor band gives every high 

school band student in the country the opportunity to audition for a 

performance spot in this unforgettable event.

Budweiser Clydesdales

St. Louis, Missouri

Marshal: Eric Reisinger 

Making their first appearance back in 1953, the world-famous Budweiser 

Clydesdales are an unmistakable bastion of the Rose Parade. In addition 

to the gorgeous array of roses, this year Anheuser-Busch worked with 

its hop and barley growers across the nation to adorn its iconic, red beer 

wagon with decorations made from the same ingredients used to brew 

its legendary Budweiser beer. Hop vines harvested from their Bonners 

Ferry farm in Idaho are woven together with golden barley stalks from 

farms in Moorhead, Minnesota and Idaho Falls, Idaho; rice gathered by 

their growers in Jonesboro, Arkansas accent the woven garlands. To top 

it all off, they also incorporated the same beechwood chips that every 

batch of Budweiser is aged on. The Budweiser Clydesdales’ manes also 

feature barley, hops and their traditional red and white roses.

Blue Diamond Growers

“From Our Hearts to Your Hands”
Artistic Entertainment Services 

This float represents the pride with which almonds are cultivated by Blue 

Diamond Growers. From seedling to carton, every single Blue Diamond 

almond that goes into their almond milk is touched by families of growers 

who tend to acres of land with pride and a deep satisfaction in their work. 

The float shows how Blue Diamond Almond Breeze’s legacy of quality 

came into existence. From the first seed planted in California’s rich soil, 

to the bloom of their expansive, vibrant orchards, to the creation of their 

creamy, delicious almond milk—always made with the best almonds. The 

front of the float sets the scene for this blossoming almond orchard 

experience. The colorful flower fields are ripe with snow-white and pink 

petals; they join fallen leaves gathered sweetly in a wheelbarrow. Then 

the highlight, baskets of popular almond snacks and delicious almond-

flavored milk. “From our Hearts to Your Hands” shares the benefits of 

Blue Diamond Grower’s Almonds to the world.

Arabian Horse Association

Sierra Madre, California

Marshal: Nancy Harvey 

The Arabian Horse Association is the single national organization for 

registering Arabian horses in the United States. Arabians are the oldest 

breed of horses with a rich and storied history. This group of Arabian 

owners from Southern California and Arizona are paired in various 

costumes with their horses. Their impressive versatility is displayed in a 

show horse in English attire, a working horse in Western attire, and their 

most famous costume of native attire. The most important duty of the 

Arabian horse, however, is serving as companion and support for people 

suffering with PTSD.
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Passion Roses 
Ad

Congratulations to the Tournament of Roses
on the 133rd Rose Parade

Sustainably Grown, Socially Responsible, and Rainforest Alliance CertifiedTM
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Congratulations to the Tournament of Roses
on the 133rd Rose Parade

Sustainably Grown, Socially Responsible, and Rainforest Alliance CertifiedTM

Cal Poly Universities

“Stargrazers”

Self-Built 

The Cal Poly Universities Float is the only student-built float in the Rose 

Parade and has been since 1949. They were the first to introduce many 

new technologies, winning more than 60 trophies. This year, they’re 

reimagining the familiar nursery rhyme, “Hey, Diddle, Diddle” with a 

whimsical, new interpretation. Follow the story of the cow’s journey to 

achieve their dream of jumping over the moon, only today it’s with… 

a jetpack. Here, cows are designing and testing jetpack designs, much 

like Cal Poly Universities students might. As for the rest of the characters, 

the cat has put down their fiddle and picked up a computer keyboard, 

the dog observes with a telescope, and the dish and spoon stick around 

to cause mischief by stealing a milk canister.

California Physical Therapists Association (CPTA)

“Physical Therapists Improve the Way You Move”

Artistic Entertainment Services 

2021 marked the centennial year for the American Physical Therapy 

Association. This float is a floral presentation featuring imagery of the 

inspiring stories and settings in which physical therapists and physical 

therapist assistants have made an impact in the lives of people of all 

ages and abilities. The float features the dynamic energy of three people 

moving through life after receiving physical therapy. It’s a motivating 

reminder that the more you move, the better your health. So, whether 

it’s prosthetic limbs, overcoming challenges to physical activity, or even 

spinal cord injuries, physical therapists and physical therapist assistants 

improve the quality of life through movement! 

China Airlines

“Biking Around Taiwan”

Artistic Entertainment Services 

One of Asia’s most exciting destinations, Taiwan and its love affair with 

cycling has captivated people from all over the world. This float features 

a cycling family setting out to experience all the sites, smells, tastes, and 

beauty Taiwan has to offer. With two children and the family pup in tow, 

they glide through the gorgeous scenery of Tung blossoms, ornate orchids 

and cherry blossoms. They ride alongside a miniature version of the 

Alishan Forest Railway, running up to the most popular mountain resort of 

Alishan. Of course, no ride would be complete without the delight of fresh 

pineapples, mango, pork rice and a cup of world-famous boba.
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CITY OF 
DEFY THE ODDS
What are odds, exactly? Numbers. And numbers mean nothing. Watching your daughter blow out the candles 
on her next birthday cake — now, that means something. At City of Hope, we r̓e dedicated to fighting cancer 
because we know that these somethings are everything. Weʼre constantly discovering new, innovative ways 
to use your unique genetic and molecular profile to identify the best treatment for your cancer. Our high 
positive outcomes tell the story. Your story. One not defined by the statistics, but by the science, perseverance 
and sheer will to defy them. Discover more at CityofHope.org

City of Hope is a proud float participant in the 133rd Rose Parade®.
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City of Alhambra

“School Rocks”

Phoenix Decorating Company 

The City of Alhambra’s classic green art deco sign is the guidepost for 

this Alhambra school bus stop. The theme was chosen as part of a city-

wide, elementary school art contest to inspire the design of the 2022 

Rose Float. All Alhambra elementary students were asked to submit 

artwork relating to the theme of this year's parade. The winning design 

sent this classic, yellow school bus to the shop for a few enhancements. 

Now it’s souped up with oversized, racing slick tires, a chrome bumper 

and grill, and a big block engine that rocks. Don’t miss the custom 

chrome pipes and four silver exhausts as this yellow bus makes its way 

down the boulevard. It even has an enhanced, classic flame paint job 

letting everyone know that School Rocks!

City of Burbank

“An Unlikely Tale”

Self-Built 

Designed by Burbank resident Jonathan Friday, “An Unlikely Tale” is 

a City of Burbank self-built float telling a tale of friendship between 

a young knight and a dragon who make their dreams come true by 

spending time together and reading in harmony. The back of the float 

displays nine building blocks containing 33 images of essential workers. 

In a celebration of the expanded parade theme, the dragon and knight 

have laid down their armor and picked up a good book. Sitting beside 

these two new friends is the knight's trusty pooch. The oversized dragon 

appears to walk down the parade route, while the tip of his tail holds a 

bag full of books he can read which his new Knight friend. Who says you 

can't achieve the impossible if you believe?

City of Hope

“Garden of Hopes and Dreams”

Phoenix Decorating Company 

City of Hope’s float features animated butterflies—symbols of hope  

and transformation. Whimsical mushrooms represent rebirth after a  

chaotic time, a metaphor for the battle against cancer and a nod to  

the dreamed-about end of the COVID-19 pandemic. Cancer survivors  

will ring in the new year standing next to daffodils—an early springtime  

flower indicating winter is over. Dedicated health professionals ride  

and walk alongside their cancer patients, whose strength and 

determination allowed them to persevere and survive. City of Hope’s 

float highlights the stories of cancer patients who did not let a cancer 

diagnosis take away their hopes and dreams of a long, happy life. The 

patient riders share stories of doctors, nurses and caregivers who 

provided lifesaving treatments and compassionate care throughout their 

journey toward health.
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City of South Pasadena

“Sky’s The Limit”

Self-Built

South Pasadena Tournament of Roses is the oldest self-built float in the 

Rose Parade and the all-volunteer organization has been constructing 

and decorating floats since 1893. The 2022 float depicts the dreams of 

flight for a group of ostriches, probably the most far out dream there 

is. The four ostriches, Theodore Fahrenheit, Ollie, Gidget and Carl, are 

made of black and grey buffalo grass, pampas grass, corn husk, and 

blush and cabaret Rose Petals for the necks. In the spirit of community, 

the mountain and deck sides were decorated with pinecones and liquid 

amber pods collected by residents in the South Pasadena area. The float 

is decorated with approximately 5,000 Sunflowers and 25,000 Roses in 

17 colors, bells of Ireland, dianthus balls and more. The float illustrates 

that anything is possible when you dare to “Dream. Believe. Achieve.”

City of Torrance

“The Embodiment of Nature”

Fiesta Parade Floats 

This is the City of Torrance’s 65th Rose Parade, starting all the way back 

in 1914! The float for 2022 depicts endangered animal species that are 

at risk of extinction. Feel the warmth and beauty of nature as leopards 

relax in the sun and an African Elephant stands peaceful and majestic. 

Endangered bird species perch on a tree, their beautiful home and haven. 

The float features a waterfall of more than 500 gallons of really flowing 

and cascading recycled water, as well as electric motors to achieve 

realistic movement of the swaying elephant’s head. On-board audio 

completes this harmonious nature scene and helps remind us to conserve 

this precious embodiment of nature.

Donate Life

“Courage to Hope”

Fiesta Parade Floats 

Celebrating its 19th year, the Donate Life Rose Parade float continues its 

mission to save and heal lives by sharing the gift of life through organ, 

eye and tissue donation. The front and back of the float feature stylized 

Venetian colonnades, inspired by the Palazzo Ducale in Venice. These 

ornate porticos are adorned with memorial floral portraits honoring 

the gift of life and hope given by the selflessness of organ, eye and 

tissue donors. The majestic lion in the center of the float holds a book 

representing the knowledge that both donor families and grateful 

recipients share about the importance of saying "YES" to donation. 

Twenty-six organ, eye and tissue recipients and living donors can be seen 

seated in the gondolas on each side of the float or walking alongside it.
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Downey Rose Float Association

“Reading: Its An Adventure”

Self-Built 

Reading is fundamental not only to learn but also to start allowing the 

imagination to run wild. The float presents three story books. The front of 

the float is an open book with a 50's style rocket blasting out of its pages. 

Two tigers are at play in the middle book’s jungle story. The rear book is 

an underwater tale of a submarine exploring the ocean’s sea life. Pouring 

through pages of books promotes creativity and learning. Because 

reading really is an adventure.

Downingtown High School Blue & Gold Marching Band

Downingtown, Pennsylvania

Director: Ed Otto

Downingtown, Pennsylvania’s two high schools are Downingtown East 

and Downington West. When their two marching bands come together 

as the combined Downingtown Blue and Gold Parade band, however, 

they are united as one. Together, each band celebrates district-wide 

unity when meeting for parade performances. They evoke joy in the 

community leaving out the school rivalry. The 2022 Tournament of Roses 

Parade marks the 21st anniversary of the two schools. What better way 

to commemorate the occasion than celebrating what they love best: 

unifying their community while creating beautiful music!

Farmers Insurance

“Soaring to New Heights”

Phoenix Decorating Company 

The Farmers Insurance 2022 Rose Parade float celebrates their 

employees and agents “Soaring to New Heights” with courage, 

commitment and confidence. With a little dedication and perseverance, 

everyone can achieve their dreams. Whether surfing huge waves and 

climbing mountain peaks, or soaring through the sky on a hang glider 

and navigating rough terrain to cross a finish line. As with all Farmers 

floats, these scenes come to life with lush, vibrant flowers and dynamic 

elements, like the playful, shooting geyser. “Soaring to New Heights” 

merges the beauty of nature and the satisfaction of dreaming big, 

believing boldly, and achieving greatness.

City of South Pasadena

“Sky’s The Limit”

Self-Built

South Pasadena Tournament of Roses is the oldest self-built float in the 

Rose Parade and the all-volunteer organization has been constructing 

and decorating floats since 1893. The 2022 float depicts the dreams of 

flight for a group of ostriches, probably the most far out dream there 

is. The four ostriches, Theodore Fahrenheit, Ollie, Gidget and Carl, are 

made of black and grey buffalo grass, pampas grass, corn husk, and 

blush and cabaret Rose Petals for the necks. In the spirit of community, 

the mountain and deck sides were decorated with pinecones and liquid 

amber pods collected by residents in the South Pasadena area. The float 

is decorated with approximately 5,000 Sunflowers and 25,000 Roses in 

17 colors, bells of Ireland, dianthus balls and more. The float illustrates 

that anything is possible when you dare to “Dream. Believe. Achieve.”

City of Torrance

“The Embodiment of Nature”

Fiesta Parade Floats 

This is the City of Torrance’s 65th Rose Parade, starting all the way back 

in 1914! The float for 2022 depicts endangered animal species that are 

at risk of extinction. Feel the warmth and beauty of nature as leopards 

relax in the sun and an African Elephant stands peaceful and majestic. 

Endangered bird species perch on a tree, their beautiful home and haven. 

The float features a waterfall of more than 500 gallons of really flowing 

and cascading recycled water, as well as electric motors to achieve 

realistic movement of the swaying elephant’s head. On-board audio 

completes this harmonious nature scene and helps remind us to conserve 

this precious embodiment of nature.

Donate Life

“Courage to Hope”

Fiesta Parade Floats 

Celebrating its 19th year, the Donate Life Rose Parade float continues its 

mission to save and heal lives by sharing the gift of life through organ, 

eye and tissue donation. The front and back of the float feature stylized 

Venetian colonnades, inspired by the Palazzo Ducale in Venice. These 

ornate porticos are adorned with memorial floral portraits honoring 

the gift of life and hope given by the selflessness of organ, eye and 

tissue donors. The majestic lion in the center of the float holds a book 

representing the knowledge that both donor families and grateful 

recipients share about the importance of saying "YES" to donation. 

Twenty-six organ, eye and tissue recipients and living donors can be seen 

seated in the gondolas on each side of the float or walking alongside it.
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Sycamores is proud 
to partner with the 
Tournament of Roses® and 
the 2022 Royal Court

Celebrating 120 years helping children, young adults, adults 
and families develop the tools and determination to create 
a better life.    Sycamores is a leader in behavioral health, providing  
care and support services to the most vulnerable children and families – 
including homeless young adults and foster youth - in Pasadena and the  
greater Los Angeles Communities .

100 West Walnut Street, Suite 375, Pasadena, CA 91124    
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Georgia State University Panther Band

Atlanta, Georgia

Director: Chester B. Phillips

The Panther Band is an integral part of campus life at Georgia State 

University. Of course, you can see them perform at Georgia State football 

games, but the band recently called “the Sounds of Downtown” is a 

prolific presence at university and community events, as well as marching 

band exhibitions. Performing precision, corps-style drill, choreography, 

and music of all genres, the Panther Band entertains audiences from all 

walks of life. In addition to their community engagement, they have also 

performed in the Super Bowl with Maroon 5 and in the film “Love, Simon” 

with Jennifer Garner. 

Gibson County TN Mass Band

Dyer, Tennessee

Director: Jeremy Tate

The Mass Band of Gibson County assembles only once every four 

years. Comprised of the five outstanding, rural high schools in Gibson 

County, Tennessee, each quadrennial program is eagerly anticipated 

by the student and staff musicians, who then go on to awe the more 

than ten thousand spectators at the annual West Tennessee Strawberry 

Festival. The competitive program of the Gibson County Tennessee 

Mass Band brings together students who form a bond in the spectacular 

performances like this one that then ties them together for life.

Hawaii Pa'u Riders

Waimanalo, Hawaii

Marshal: Leiala Cook 

The Hawaii Pa’u Riders are a unique unit that showcases the colorful and 

beautiful Hawaiian art of equestrian riding. Hawaii Pa'u Riders’ Island 

Princess attire features velvet, Victorian tops paired with satin Pa'u 

skirts adorned with fresh floral leis. The skirts of the female equestrians 

are adorned in the unique art of Hawaiian draping and held by six kukui 

nuts. The male riders wear white, satin Kalakaua tops, white pants, white 

cowboy bootsand hats and brilliantly contrasting red, velvet Hawaii Pa'u 

Rider capes adorned with fresh floral leis. All the fresh, floral leis worn by 

the Pa'u riders and horses, alike, are made in the wili style of lei-making.
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Kaiser 
Ad

When Kaiser Permanente imagines a healthier future, we envision a world where everyone 
has the chance to achieve their full health potential — and help others live healthy, joyful lives.  

Thank you to the Tournament of Roses® and everyone who inspires us to thrive! 

A HEALTHIER FUTURE

Tomorrow’s health care. Today.
kp.org

Kaiser Permanente

“A Healthier Future”

Fiesta Parade Floats

This year’s Rose Parade theme of “Dream. Believe. Achieve.” is a reminder 

that anyone is capable of making a difference and helping the world 

become a better place.

Through the power of innovation, Kaiser Permanente’s float, “A Healthier 

Future,” celebrates the devotion and dedication of our health care heroes—

and all that’s possible when passionate people come together to use their 

expertise for the greater good. 

We see 4 children exploring, imagining, and daring to dream. They inspire 

us to look at the world like they do—with open hearts and curious minds. 

These children represent doctors, nurses, scientists, researchers, inventors, 

policy changers—past, present, and future —and all the other courageous 

and diverse individuals who are creating a healthier future for all. 

At Kaiser Permanente, we dream of a world where all people, families, and 

communities thrive, and everyone has what they need to live a healthy, 

joyful life. We truly believe this dream is possible. And we’ve made it our 

mission to achieve it—by delivering tomorrow’s health care, today.
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Supporting Sponsor

Hebron Marching Band

Hebron, Texas

Director: Andy Sealy

The Hebron Marching Band consists of 300+ highly committed and 

diverse students within the Lewisville, Texas Independent School District. 

Representing 27 different languages throughout the high school, a fifth 

of whom are economically disadvantaged, the Hebron Marching Band 

students are some of the highest achieving academic students each 

year; in fact, the 2021 Class Valedictorian was a Hebron Band member. 

Led by five drum majors and seven band officers, the band competes 

at the highest levels and praised for its musically challenging, physically 

demanding marching shows]. The band's students believe that teamwork 

and trust are core, essential values to their success.

Homewood Patriot Band

Homewood, Alabama

Director: Chris Cooper

The Homewood Patriot Band was founded in 1972. Known as the All-

American band, the unit wears red, white, and blue Patriot uniforms with 

a tricornered hat. Proud of their diverse band population, the band has 

over 56 different languages spoken in their Homewood city schools. The 

Homewood Patriot band is the largest high school band in the State of 

Alabama. They are very involved with the Homewood Community. The 

band also started at special needs drum ensemble at both the middle 

school and high school. They perform throughout the year at special 

state and community events.

Kaiser Permanente

“A Healthier Future”

Fiesta Parade Floats

This year’s Rose Parade theme of “Dream. Believe. Achieve.” is a reminder 

that anyone is capable of making a difference and helping the world 

become a better place.

Through the power of innovation, Kaiser Permanente’s float, “A Healthier 

Future,” celebrates the devotion and dedication of our health care heroes—

and all that’s possible when passionate people come together to use their 

expertise for the greater good. 

We see 4 children exploring, imagining, and daring to dream. They inspire 

us to look at the world like they do—with open hearts and curious minds. 

These children represent doctors, nurses, scientists, researchers, inventors, 

policy changers—past, present, and future —and all the other courageous 

and diverse individuals who are creating a healthier future for all. 

At Kaiser Permanente, we dream of a world where all people, families, and 

communities thrive, and everyone has what they need to live a healthy, 

joyful life. We truly believe this dream is possible. And we’ve made it our 

mission to achieve it—by delivering tomorrow’s health care, today.
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Kiwanis International

“Dream to Achieve”

Phoenix Decorating Company

Kiwanis International is a global community of clubs, members and 

partners dedicated to improving the lives of children one community at 

a time. In this year’s float, a large stylish turtle is at the helm. He pilots 

an all-terrain vehicle towing a dream Boat. The float is filled with Kiwanis 

youth and friends as they navigate a floral marsh with rabbits, butterflies, 

fish and a dragon-fly, with a signpost guiding them to the future. Mr. 

Turtle’s hat of red fuzzy cut strawflower and blue fuzzy cut statice. The 

face has eyes of black seaweed, white powdered rice, eyeliner of black 

beans, cheeks of dark pink fuzzy cut strawflower, inside mouth of hot 

pink statice and a nose of green ground split pea. The Turtle body is 

made of ground, green parsley flakes and halved brussels sprouts. The 

nails are made of sliced limes. The shell is of brown coffee, crème paper 

bark and tan fine walnut shell.

La Cañada Flintridge

“Who Says We Can’t”

Self-Built

“Who Says We Can't” exemplifies the theme, Dream, Believe, Achieve by 

highlighting the fun that everyone can have when they practice and learn 

from each other. These old dogs have some fantastic tricks to show off! 

This concept contest winning idea shows eight dogs performing a variety 

of tricks in a doggie skatepark, while the battery-powered jet-ski satellite 

leads the way for the main float down the entire parade route. As Henry 

Ford once said, “Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty 

or eighty.” There is no greater feeling, particularly in this challenging 

pandemic era, than knowing you can accomplish something others may 

doubt you can do. This is true of any age, but especially to those who 

have been around a little longer.

Lions Clubs International

“Quest for Kindness”

Phoenix Decorating Company 

For nearly 30 years, the Lions Club Rose Parade Float. has told 

inspirational stories about how this largest service organization in the 

world helps others through humanitarian services. The Lions Quest 

Program depicted on this year’s float is an education initiative that 

helps students develop their social and emotional skills. Aboard the 

float are two Lions alongside three ships filled with children, teachers 

and mentors who are on a “Quest for Kindness,” a value championed by 

the organization worldwide. Towering above the riders is a lighthouse 

representing thousands of Lions clubs, programs and events that serve 

as “beacons” within their communities.
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Los Angeles Unified School District  
All District High School Honor Band

Los Angeles, California

Director: Anthony L. White

The LAUSD All District Honor Band has been a participant in the Rose 

Parade since 1973. The band was designed to give students, in the 

second largest school district, the opportunity to march in the Rose 

Parade on New Years Day. Since then, the band has performed for 

various events across the greater Los Angeles area which has included 

professional sporting events such as NFL Super Bowls, Major League 

Baseball World Series and with artist such as Etta James, Lou Rawls, 

Ringo Starr and Jon Batiste. Designed to create excitement every New 

Year's Morning, the LAUSD All District Honor Band is comprised of brass 

and percussion musicians along with Drum Majors, Shield Carriers and 

Tall Flags. The power of the band comes from mix of vibrant students 

who dedicate their time and energy to create one of the most exciting, 

energetic groups in the Rose Parade.

Los Hermanos Bañuelos Charro Team

Altadena, California

Marshal: Ramon Bañuelos 

Los Hermanos Banuelos Charro Team is an authentic Mexican Charro 

team that promotes its culture and Mexican heritage at community 

parades and schools in the Pasadena Unified School District. The team 

was founded in 1995 by a group of friends and brothers. Los Hermanos 

Banuelos communicate the importance of showing respect to everyone; 

their parents, teachers, and siblings, to themselves and the animals. Los 

Hermanos Banuelos promotes respect as the key to success and making 

a difference in the community. Los Hermanos Banuelos began on the 

rodeo circuit and continue to tour, performing rope and horse tricks, 

dancing and prancing steeds and spinning lassos. During their shows, 

they don matching custom-made outfits proudly displaying their Mexican 

Charro culture.
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Mid-Parade Performance 
presented by Louisiana Travel

Official Sponsor

Louisiana Office of Tourism

“Feed Your Soul”

Fiesta Parade Floats 

Mention Louisiana and images of Mardi Gras, jazz clubs and late-night 

revelry are most likely the first things that come to mind. But there is far 

more to Louisiana than the Crescent City—and likewise, New Orleans is 

much more than the French Quarter and Fat Tuesday. 

With this year’s float and mid-parade performance, Louisiana invites 

the world to come to Louisiana feed your soul on all it has to offer. But, 

Louisiana isn’t for spectators. It’s for participants— for those who want  

to not only live the moment, but also to become the moment. Celebrating 

the diverse beauty and unique cultures of Louisiana, this gorgeous float 

features the iconic wrought-iron balconies, lamp posts and moss-draped 

cypress swamps that make Louisiana beautiful, as well as the music and 

zest for life of the people of this great state.
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Mid-Parade Performance  
Presented by Louisiana Travel The Mid-Parade Performance presented by 

Louisiana Travel Features Laine Hardy and Hot 
8 Brass Band
The 2022 Mid-Parade Performance fulfills Louisiana’s

promise to feed your soul with an unforgettable

rendition of “Born on the Bayou,” featuring Laine

Hardy, season 17 winner of American Idol, and the

Hot 8 Brass Band—the New Orleans-based group

that blends hip-hop, jazz and funk styles with

traditional New Orleans brass sounds.

Laine Hardy

Hot 8 Brass Band
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Lutheran Hour Ministries

“Jesus Teaches”

Phoenix Decorating Company 

Now in their 71st year, the Lutheran Hour Ministries float continues to 

share the Good News of Jesus Christ with millions of parade viewers 

around the world. The float features Jesus with 12 modern day disciples 

in a lush, woodland setting. They are surrounded by books of Jesus’ 

teachings, trail markers noting attributes that guide our daily lives 

including joy, peace, love and kindness and a cross firmly fixed to solid 

rock. The Lutheran Hour Ministries float invites viewers to experience 

the hope and love found in Jesus, as well as join the Petal Pushers, a 

volunteer group that decorates 8 to 10 Rose Parade floats annually.

Mayor of Pasadena, Victor M. Gordo
The Mayor's party is riding in two vehicles. One is a 1915 Pierce-Arrow 

Model 48 7-Passenger, owned by Joe and Janice Conzonire. The smooth 

contours of this stylish, cast aluminum, touring car body represents one 

of Pierce-Arrow's first major steps to more automotive body design. In 

the early teens the cars had begun to lose their thick coach-inspired lines 

in favor of simpler, smoother-looking designs. The distinctive fender-

mounted headlights, adopted in 1913, proved their value both in making 

certain no one would mistake a Pierce-Arrow for another marque and for 

their better illumination of the road. The second vehicle is a 1920 Pierce-

Arrow Model 38 Series 31 5-Passenger Touring owned by Chris Kidd. 

Pierce-Arrow’s entry-level Model 38 was introduced in 1913 and listed for 

over $4k by the end of its model run in 1920. An open-bodied Pierce-

Arrow carried Woodrow Wilson and Warren G. Harding to Harding's 1921 

inauguration, and one was used prominently in the 1950 movie Cheaper 
by the Dozen.

Marching Panthers

O’Fallon, Illinois

Director: Melissa Gustafson-Hinds

The O’Fallon Township High School Band Program has a long tradition 

of musical excellence dating back over 70 years. Almost half of the 

students in the band program are from military families that come and 

go (sometimes with deployed parents). Band is where they can connect 

and find their new home. Due to their dedication to musical excellence, 

the Music Department was awarded the Illinois High School Association 

Class AA—3rd place overall trophy for 2013 and 2014, top band awards in 

class AA for the following years (first place 2019) and most recently the 

National Band Association Blue Ribbon of Excellence Award. 
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Merced County Sheriff Possee

Hilmar, California

Marshal: Laurette Locke 

The Merced County Sheriff Posse are award-winning goodwill 

ambassadors from Merced County. The riders wear specially made 

uniforms embroidered with hundreds of rhinestones and ride on beautiful, 

specially crafted sterling silver saddles. The group rides all Palominos, 

16 hands or taller. The group is unique because all the riders individually 

own and care for each of the horses that they ride. In addition to their 

beautiful horses and tack, the Posse performs many community service 

activities in the Merced and surrounding areas. 

Mini Therapy Horses

Calabasas, California

Marshal: Victoria Nodiff-Netanel 

Mini Therapy Horses is an all-volunteer 501(c)(3) non-profit charity 

based in Southern California. Founded in 2008, Mini Therapy Horses 

is a recognized leader in equine therapy and equine assisted activities 

with miniature horses. Mini Therapy Horses are a group of highly trained 

miniature horses that provide comfort, joy and hope to children and 

adults throughout Southern California. The horses provide a special 

interaction that can be healing and have a multitude of positive benefits. 

The Mini Therapy Horses have provided connection, relief and joy 

through virtual hospital visits throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. They 

can also play a mean keyboard!

Medically Home

“Home Is Where My Hospital Is”

Phoenix Decorating Company 

The inaugural float entry from Medically Home depicts the heroic journey 

undertaken to deliver a new era of hospital-level care for millions of 

patients and their families. An intense, 55 foot green, yellow and red 

floral dragon exhales smoke as floral flames threaten a regal village. 

The elegant white stallion, clad in protective floral armor is ridden by 

our traditional knight in shining classic armor displaying an elegant 

floral helmet plume. The scene is set in a garden of roses, as the knight 

passionately protects the villages signature home castle. The float 

symbolizes the spirit of perseverance. This is a global movement on 

behalf of the Medically Home patients.

Marching Panthers

O’Fallon, Illinois

Director: Melissa Gustafson-Hinds

The O’Fallon Township High School Band Program has a long tradition 

of musical excellence dating back over 70 years. Almost half of the 

students in the band program are from military families that come and 

go (sometimes with deployed parents). Band is where they can connect 

and find their new home. Due to their dedication to musical excellence, 

the Music Department was awarded the Illinois High School Association 

Class AA—3rd place overall trophy for 2013 and 2014, top band awards in 

class AA for the following years (first place 2019) and most recently the 

National Band Association Blue Ribbon of Excellence Award. 
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Phoenix Decorating Company 

Mrs. Meyer’s Clean Day has created inspiring, garden-scented products 

rooted in goodness and found in clean, happy homes since 2001. This 

year, Mrs. Meyer’s float portrays a charming garden featuring its iconic 

“line lady” guiding a floral wheelbarrow overflowing with garden-inspired 

scents. The float is crafted with the same flowers and herbs that inspire 

Mrs. Meyer’s limited-edition spring scents, including mint, lilac, rose and 

the newest scent in its collection, daisy. The 55-foot floral celebration 

is complete with a spray of water flowing from a lovely silver watering 

can, signaling Mrs. Meyer’s love of nature, regrowth of spring and an 

optimistic hope for the future of our planet.

Norwegian Fjord Horses

Berthoud, Colorado

Marshal: Beth Beymer 

The Norwegian Fjord Horses come from throughout the western United 

States. The group’s members are enthusiasts of the ancient Fjord breed, 

which has been traced back to the Viking age. The group wears native 

Norwegian costumes. Fjords have an affinity for connecting with people 

and are valued for helping with Equine Assisted Therapy including work 

with cognitive skills, speech, physical and emotional therapy, as well 

as helping to instill self-confidence. The Fjords participate in mounted 

police units, security details and in search and rescue operations.  

The group also enjoy competing in a variety of riding and driving 

disciplines including Combined Driving, Working Equitation, Dressage 

and Western Dressage, trail competitions, pleasure riding and for  

simple companionship.

Mira Mesa High School "Sapphire Sound" Marching Band and 
Color Guard

San Diego, California

Director: Jeanne Christensen

Mira Mesa High School is located in the heart of San Diego County and 

is the second largest urban school district in California. The high school 

is celebrating their 46th year of educating neighborhood students who 

represent a culturally diverse school population of just over 2300. The 

Sapphire Sound Marching Band and Color Guard is made up of grades 9 

through 12 and the students live within the community of Mira Mesa. In 

the Band there are 14 different languages spoken. Everyone is celebrated 

in the program along with their backgrounds. Some of their favorite 

events involve food representing each culture. They have an annual 

"Making the Cut" BBQ contest that brings BBQ to a whole new level with 

Southern, Korean, Filipino and many more styles.

Mrs. Meyer's Clean Day

“Seeding Tomorrow”
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Odd Fellows & Rebekahs

“Arctic Dream”

Phoenix Decorating Company 

"Arctic Dream" commemorates polar exploration and calls attention 

to the importance of the polar regions of our climate. As exploration 

begins aboard the Odd Fellows & Rebekahs’ 71st Rose Parade float 

entry, members encounter wildlife found at the North and South Pole. 

Encountering polar bears and penguins at the same time is generally 

only possible in a “dream;” today, however, they come together from 

their opposite poles to send us a warning of the dangers facing us 

all. Achieving the dream of a secure future for these beautiful and 

magnificent creatures will benefit all life on earth.

Painted Ladies Rodeo Performers

Citrus Heights, California

Marshal: Jennifer Macias-Sweeney 

The Painted Ladies Rodeo Drill Team are so much more than just an 

ordinary drill team. Established in 1993 and featuring several mother-

daughter pairings, they have been Folsom’s Pro-Rodeo’s number one 

equestrian attraction for 23 years running. Their costumes consist of 

handmade western show shirts, complete with sequined fringe and 

accented with hundreds of sparkling Swarovski crystals.

Pasadena City College Tournament of Roses  
Herald Trumpets

Pasadena, California

Director: Kevin Brown

For the 40th consecutive year, the Pasadena City College Herald 

Trumpets announce the Rose Queen and her Royal Court. This elite unit is 

comprised of nine trumpeters and one snare drummer who were selected 

from current PCC trumpeters and over 70 Southern California auditioned 

high school musicians. 2022 marks Kevin Brown’s 39th year directing the 

herald trumpets. He also composes and arranges all of the unit's custom 

fanfares. In addition to their appearance in the Rose Parade, the group 

also participates in other Tournament of Roses events throughout the 

year such as the Royal Court Announcement.
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Reese's University

“Chocolate. Peanut Butter. Success: Reese’s University”

Artistic Entertainment Services

“Chocolate. Peanut Butter. Success.” is Reese’s first-ever official Rose 

Parade appearance and introduces Reese’s University to the world. Yes, we 

said university. Great things are built on great combinations. And Reese’s 

University and the Rose Parade are taking it to the next level. The college 

level. Reese’s University is the world’s first institution of higher chocolate 

and peanut butter education. Here, tomorrow’s leaders are born from 

today’s eaters, who gain the character, integrity, and impeccable taste 

needed for a fulfilling, well-rounded, peanut-butter-filled life. Reese’s 

University gives students the opportunity to pursue their passions in the 

arts, sciences and athletics, as long as those passions are tied to delicious 

Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups. And what passion isn’t?

The Reese’s University float features a quintessential collegiate landscape, 

complete with RU student-athletes, members of the Peanut Butter 

Nation cheer squad, and distinguished faculty, including the dean herself, 

PB Cuppington. And you can’t miss the 23-foot high, Fightin’ Cuppy, 

RU’s official mascot, energizing and tantalizing tastebuds of RU Fans 

around the world! So if you want to be in a world where life is lived, not 

overthought—or you simply love Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups, enroll today 

at Reese’sUniversity.com. Are you RU?

Pasadena City College Tournament of Roses  
Honor Band

Pasadena, California

Director: Kyle Luck

The Pasadena City College Tournament of Roses Honor Band has marched 

in every Rose Parade since 1930. 2022 marks the band’s 93rd consecutive 

appearance. The band is comprised of current PCC Lancer Marching Band 

members and select auditioned high school students from throughout 

Southern California. More than 400 high school music students auditioned 

for the 185 spots in the band. Promoting Dream Believe Achieve, the honor 

band will perform their signature theme song “Everything’s Coming Up 

Roses,” along with a salute to the 60th anniversary of Sesame Street by 

performing a medley of the "Sesame St. Theme," "Bein' Green," and "Sing!" 

The honor band will also perform Sousa's "The Gallant Seventh" (march) 

and a stirring arrangement of "God Bless America." In red military style 

jackets with the Tournament of Roses logo on the left chest, white pants 

with white shoes and red shako with white plumes, viewers can expect the 

honor band to incorporate singing and dancing along the way.

Pasadena Unified School District: Home Grown Talent,  
Global Impact
Each child has enormous potential to bloom—particularly when rooted 

in an environment rich in inclusion, compassion, and diverse educational 

opportunities. Tournament of Roses President Robert Miller pays homage 

to his roots and salutes the students and faculty in the Pasadena Unified 

School District. Teachers ride in a vintage vehicle while the Pasadena 

Unified All Star Band accompany them with 47 band members, 12 color 

guard and 12 dancers, plus Band Director Dan Adams and Co-Director 

Karen Klages. 
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RFD-TV / Mutual of Omaha's Wild Kingdom

“Mutual of Omaha’s Wild Kingdom”

Phoenix Decorating Company 

The legacy of “Mutual of Omaha’s Wild Kingdom,” the most loved and 

respected wildlife program in television history, continues with a 55-foot 

entry in partnership with RFD-TV. Their 2022 float features the King 

of the Jungle leaping over a safari Jeep and trailed by a menagerie of 

African wildlife, including a zebra and twin giraffes. A wolf, polar bear 

and penguins appear from our Arctic and Antarctic poles, while sharks 

and a whale emerge from the ocean. The show is represented today 

by current host Peter Gros, and stunning, photorealistic floragraphs 

of legendary predecessors Marlin Perkins and Jim Fowler. The original 

music from the classic program is sure to evoke a sense of nostalgia and 

more than a little wonder.

Rose Bowl Hall of Fame Class of 2021
Class of 2021 Hall of Fame members Jim Delany—Big Ten Conference 

and Ron Simpkins—University of Michigan ride in a 1940 Continental. The 

car was Edsel Ford's idea after a 1938 trip to Europe. It was designed by 

styling maestro Eugene 'Bob' Gregorie and was unique as it was “long, 

low, and rakish”. The 1940 Continental was the most expensive model in 

the Lincoln-Zephyr range. Only 404 examples of these mostly hand-

assembled cars were completed: 350 cabriolets and 54 coupés. Architect 

Frank Lloyd Wright considered it to be, "the most beautiful car ever 

designed." It was one of the first cars recognized as something more than 

a mere machine—by New York's Museum of Modern Art.

Rotary

“Changing Lives Through Education”

Phoenix Decorating Company 

It’s an incredible 42 consecutive years of the Rotary celebrating 

America’s New Year with an appearance in the Rose Parade. This year’s 

theme, “Changing Lives through Education,” aligns with one of Rotary’s 

seven areas of focus, basic education and literacy. A sixteen-foot-tall owl 

embodies both the spirit of self-improvement and Rotary’s determination 

to make the tools of education available to everyone in every land. 

Books, a quill pen and a hybrid apple/globe symbolize the importance of 

education throughout the world.
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San Diego Zoo  
Wildlife Alliance 

Ad
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Royal Court

2022 Tournament of Roses Royal Court

Phoenix Decorating Company

The Rose Queen and Royal Court are iconic traditions, steeped in the 

Pasadena Tournament of Roses’ history. Members of the Royal Court 

experience countless benefits; becoming part of an organization 

dedicated to hands-on volunteerism, discovering opportunities to 

connect with and give back to the local community, developing public 

speaking skills, and growing self-confidence. Riding on the float and 

the 2022 Royal Court are Queen Nadia Chung, Jeannine Briggs, Abigail 

Griffith, Jaeda Walden, Swetha Somasundaram, Ava Feldman and 

McKenzie Street. The Royal Court attends nearly 100 community and 

media functions, serving as ambassadors of the Tournament of Roses, 

the Pasadena community, and the greater Los Angeles area. The grand 

finale for the Royal Court is riding on the Royal Court float in the Rose 

Parade and attending the Rose Bowl Game on New Year’s Day.

San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance

“Creating Wildlife Allies”

Artistic Entertainment Services 

San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance is an international conservation 

organization committed to making connections between people and 

wildlife every day at the San Diego Zoo and Safari Park. The theme, 

“Creating Wildlife Allies,” celebrates their dedication to wildlife in eight 

conservation hubs on six continents. Their veterinarians, nutritionists, 

researchers and wildlife care specialists work not only at the Zoo and 

Park, but also alongside over 200 partners around the world. The 

float proudly represents their history and passion for conservation 

by highlighting the Lion, Rhino and Condor. By working with partners 

around the world, San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance is creating greater 

outcomes for wildlife for the next generation and beyond.

Scripps Miramar Ranch—American Saddlebred Horses

San Diego, California

Marshal: Michele Macfarlane 

This year Michele Macfarlane and her high-stepping pinto horses take 

parade-watchers back to a time, not so long ago, when movie cowboys 

were kings on horseback. All the riders are mounted on Scripps Miramar 

Ranch’s American Saddlebreds and wear colorful, authentic cowboy 

garb. The horses are showing off too, decked out in their one-of-a-kind 

silver saddles and bridles. American Saddlebred Pintos, which have been 

revered for their unusual coats and their alert, expressive faces, arched 

necks, and their proud bearing and showy, animated trot. With their Old 

West costumes and the horses’ shiny silver saddles, the Scripps Miramar 

cowboys and cowgirls look as though they just galloped out of the silver 

screen into the middle of Colorado Blvd.
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Shriners Children’s  
Ad

At Shriners Children’s, we provide specialized care to children 
with orthopedic conditions, burns, spinal cord injuries, and cleft 
lip and palate. Our three-part mission has one goal: to change 
and improve lives. We do this by caring for our patients, helping 
educate health care professionals and conducting research. 

To learn more about Shriners Children’s, please visit 
shrinerschildrens.org, or call 800-237-5055.

© SHRINERS CHILDREN’S 2021

Watch Me.

The most
AMAZING 

CARE
anywhere.

Proud Float 
Participant in 
the 133rd 

Rose Parade®
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Shriners Children’s

“Celebrating 100 Years of Believing in Dreams”

Phoenix Decorating Company 

Shriners Children’s celebrates a century of providing quality care to 

children with complex medical conditions, regardless of the ability to pay 

or insurance status. “Celebrating 100 Years of Believing in Dreams” is a 

fitting centennial theme for their 2022 float. It recognizes the power of 

hopes and dreams, and it celebrates patients’ resilience and determination 

as they gain the confidence to achieve their goals. As honorary float riders, 

national patient ambassadors Sydney, Seth, Mia and Connor represent the 

countless stories of hope and healing made possible by Shriners Children’s 

throughout its history. Helping tell their story a music box made from 

yellow mums and Fezzy Bear made of black seaweed, black beans, navy 

beans, and an assortment of different color mums.

Sierra Madre Rose Float Association

“Nature’s Classroom”

Self-Built

Celebrating their 90th appearance in the Rose Parade, the Sierra Madres 

Rose Float Association has once again built a beautiful float representing 

their beautiful city. “Nature's Classroom” shows students on a field 

trip studying the endangered Amazon Rainforest. The students riding 

on the float are Sierra Madre residents, ages 15-18, chosen to promote 

the all-volunteer float association to the city’s civic and service clubs. 

The toucans are covered in black ti leaves, anthuriums, Chinese black 

moss, nigella, dried bachelor buttons and dried marigold petals, lime 

and orange rind, seaweed and carnations. You can’t have Rose Parade 

without roses; there are approximately 12,000 orange roses covering the 

decks and the skirt of the 48-foot-long float.

Spirit of the West Riders

Chino Valley, AZ

Marshal: Phil Spangenberger

The Spirit of the West Riders is comprised of men and women with a 

passion for horses and preserving our American Western heritage. The 

hallmarks of the group are the fine western horses of various breeds, 

coupled with the authentic and colorful Old West period correct outfits, 

and the carefully researched saddlery and tack of each individual's horse, 

used to represent the various equestrian occupations of those pioneers 

who helped tame the wild frontier of the 1840-1920 period of America. 

Some of their saddles are carefully restored original period works, while 

others are authentic reproductions. Altogether, the Spirit of the West 

presents a living history panorama of America's frontier-era equestrians.
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Institute for 

Biomedical Innovation  
Ad
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The Lundquist 
Institute for 

Biomedical Innovation  
Ad

Temecula Valley Horsemen’s Association

Temecula, California

Marshal: Juanita Koth 

Temecula Valley Horsemen’s Association’s founding members are 

Galway Downs Equestrian Center and the California Ranch Company, the 

two largest horse Ranches in Temecula’s famous Valle de los Caballos 

(Valley of the Horses). Temecula has a diverse Equestrian Community 

comprised of Sport Horses, English and Western Riding, Therapy Riding 

and so much more. All are connected by a trails network with horse cross 

walks. Many of the areas famous wineries have hitching posts. Many of 

today’s ladies are mothers riding with their daughters, passing the reins 

to the next generation of Equestrians to continue the rich traditions. The 

wagon’s outriders are led by Riverside County Sheriff Chad Bianco’s 

Mounted Equestrian Detail of police officers, followed by the award-

winning Temecula Cowgirl Color Guard Team. The group features various 

first responders and women leaders of the Temecula community. They 

also include award-winning riders and a trick roper.

The Lundquist Institute for Biomedical Innovation  
at Harbor UCLA 

“Impositivity”

Artistic Entertainment Services

Founded in 1952, the Lundquist Institute for Biomedical Innovation is 

an independent non-profit biomedical research organization affiliated 

with UCLA and works in partnership with the Harbor-UCLA Medical 

Center. The float features researchers in the lab surrounded by molecules, 

pipetting colorful samples from the microtiter plate and an oversized 

microscope with a moving eye staring down at the glass. In their lab, 

the two researchers come to life with coconut, clover seed peach lentil, 

spice blends of cinnamon, paprika and cornmeal, and hair made of palm 

fiber and strawflower. The float base is designed with a vibrant array 

of red, orange and yellow roses, blue and purple iris and features the 

achievements of the Institute, past and present, and its limitless future.

The Masked Singer

“Anyone Can Happen”

Artistic Entertainment Services 

Fox Entertainment rings in the New Year with a colorful entry featuring 

the top-rated entertainment show on television, “The Masked Singer.” 

Larger than life recreations of Emmy Award-winning designer Marina 

Toybina's eye-catching costumes are led by Monster, who is flanked by 

Flamingo and Hamster. The platform also features the show’s infamous, 

mysterious and occasionally dancing “Men In Black,” who are seen 

guarding actual costumes on the show. The float’s theme, “Anyone Can 

Happen,” echoes the show’s motto, inviting viewers worldwide to dream 

big as they look ahead to Season Seven of “The Masked Singer,” coming 

this spring on FOX.
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The New Buffalo Soldiers

Shadow Hills, California

Marshal: August Simien Jr.

The New Buffalo Soldiers representing the 10th Regiment, Company H 

of the U.S. Cavalry was organized in 1992 as a historical interpretation 

group. Today’s members are a diverse group of both active and retired 

men and women who hail from a variety of first responder occupations. 

Medical professionals, fire fighters, law enforcement and educators are 

just some of the members dedicated to interpreting the life and times of 

former slaves and freedmen, alike, who became soldiers during their own 

era, yet received little or no recognition for their service to their country. 

A non-profit organization, The New Buffalo Soldiers, is composed 

of volunteer historians who endeavor to present authentic and true 

depictions of their predecessors using either antique or faithful replicas 

of the accouterments utilized by the original Buffalo Soldiers and civilians.

The Michael D. Sewell Memorial Foundation

“Saluting America’s Band Directors. We Teach Music.  

We Teach Life.”

Artistic Entertainment Services

The Michael D. Sewell Memorial Foundation float recognizes and salutes 

the exceptional instruction, character development and inspiration 

provided by America’s band directors. The Foundation was created to 

recognize and carry on the work of the late band director Mike Sewell, 

who dedicated his life to music programs in Pickerington, Ohio and the 

Columbus area for more than 38 years and lead bands to the Rose Parade 

four times. The band leader jacket is decorated with red cranberry seed; 

blue pants are made from onion seed and silver leaf. Band member 

jackets are covered in blue statice, instruments are made from clover 

seed, straw flower and coconut, and football field is made of sod. The 

base of the float base is covered in a variety of colorful roses: peach, 

orange, light pink, hot pink, and red roses. The float is leading the way for 

The Band Directors Marching Band, a band of 289 band directors, a first 

in the Rose Parade.

The Band Directors Marching Band

Pickerington, Ohio

Director: Jon Waters

The Band Directors Marching Band is the first known Rose Parade 

marching band in which all 289 members are band directors. Band 

members range from recent music education graduates through retired 

veteran directors, representing all fifty states and Mexico. Collectively, 

the band members have mentored hundreds of thousands of students 

and have taught a total of 4,539 years. Among the group are seventy-

six teachers of the year along with winners other distinguished state 

and national awards. The band will follow The Michael D. Sewell 

Memorial Foundation float as they recognize and salute America’s band 

directors. Mike was a music teacher from Ohio and brought his band 

to the Rose Parade four times. The band will be performing an original 

arrangement by Ohio music composer Lisa Galvin of Meredith Wilson’s 

“76 Trombones”.

The Norco Cowgirls Rodeo Drill Team

Norco, California

Marshal: Mychon Bowen 

Founded in 2008, The Norco Cowgirls Rodeo Drill Team is a Rodeo 

Specialty Act that performs dangerous, high speed, precision maneuvers 

at a gallop to thrill screaming rodeo fans. The Norco Cowgirls are wearing 

their custom, handmade, western costumes adorned with hundreds of 

Swarovski Crystals, Rodeo Chaps & Red Bailey Cowgirl hats. The team 

is proud to be a positive role model for America's youth and to support 

our Veterans, Challenged Children’s Rodeo and the “Tough Enough to 

Wear Pink” Breast Cancer Campaign. The team consists of 12 dedicated 

horsewomen riding American Paint & American Quarter Horses. The 

team thrives on their ability to work together and build a relationship of 

trust between horse, rider and teammates.
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Official Sponsor

The Salvation Army Tournament of Roses Band

Los Angeles, California

Director: Kevin Larsson

The 2022 Rose Parade will be the 102nd year The Salvation Army 

Tournament of Roses Band has marched down Colorado Blvd. The band 

is made up of Salvation Army musicians from across the USA, meeting 

for the first time during the week of the parade! The musicians arrive 

prepared, both physically and musically, and then work to become the 

cohesive unit you see on the five-and-a-half-mile route. The Salvation 

Army is well-known for its social work and meeting human needs, 

currently at work in over 130 countries. Dressed in navy blue tunics, 

pants and hats, the band members come together to share the Salvation 

Army’s mission through music.

The UPS Store

“Rise, Shine, & Read!”

Fiesta Parade Floats

As the Literacy Sponsor of the 2022 Rose Parade, The UPS Store® float, 

titled “Rise, Shine & Read!” features a proud father rooster reading 

to his family of chicks, demonstrating the power of a good story and 

the benefit of books. The design of the 35-foot tall and 55-foot long 

animated float is bold, bright and playful, sure to surprise and inspire 

the audience. To further champion its support for children’s literacy, The 

UPS Store worked with the Pasadena Tournament of Roses® to donate 

and distribute 14,000 books to 7,000 Pasadena Unified School District 

elementary students through The UPS Store Toys for Tots Literacy 

Program and will again be giving the gift of reading by distributing 

10,000 free books at Floatfest in Pasadena following the parade. It’s a 

perfect way for children and families to start the new year off reading!

The Band Directors Marching Band

Pickerington, Ohio

Director: Jon Waters

The Band Directors Marching Band is the first known Rose Parade 

marching band in which all 289 members are band directors. Band 

members range from recent music education graduates through retired 

veteran directors, representing all fifty states and Mexico. Collectively, 

the band members have mentored hundreds of thousands of students 

and have taught a total of 4,539 years. Among the group are seventy-

six teachers of the year along with winners other distinguished state 

and national awards. The band will follow The Michael D. Sewell 

Memorial Foundation float as they recognize and salute America’s band 

directors. Mike was a music teacher from Ohio and brought his band 

to the Rose Parade four times. The band will be performing an original 

arrangement by Ohio music composer Lisa Galvin of Meredith Wilson’s 

“76 Trombones”.

The Norco Cowgirls Rodeo Drill Team

Norco, California

Marshal: Mychon Bowen 

Founded in 2008, The Norco Cowgirls Rodeo Drill Team is a Rodeo 

Specialty Act that performs dangerous, high speed, precision maneuvers 

at a gallop to thrill screaming rodeo fans. The Norco Cowgirls are wearing 

their custom, handmade, western costumes adorned with hundreds of 

Swarovski Crystals, Rodeo Chaps & Red Bailey Cowgirl hats. The team 

is proud to be a positive role model for America's youth and to support 

our Veterans, Challenged Children’s Rodeo and the “Tough Enough to 

Wear Pink” Breast Cancer Campaign. The team consists of 12 dedicated 

horsewomen riding American Paint & American Quarter Horses. The 

team thrives on their ability to work together and build a relationship of 

trust between horse, rider and teammates.
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In the past 25 years, the U.S. Air Force has marched five bands in the Rose Parade®. In celebration 
of the 75th Anniversary of the Air Force in 2022, the Total Force Band is comprised of 75 Active 
Duty and Air National Guard Airmen from 14 di�erent units across the globe. Air Force Bands 
represent the excellence of the US Air Force and the 680,000 Airmen in over 130 career fields 
serving around the world, protecting freedoms and delivering hope to those in need.

HAPPY 75TH BIRTHDAY UNITED STATES AIR FORCE!

Innovate, Accelerate, Thrive…The Air Force at 75

The 2022 Rose Parade and Rose Bowl Game® flyover was conducted by the B-2 Spirit Stealth 
Bomber out of the 509th Bomb Wing, Whiteman Air Force Base, MO. Their mission is to execute 
strategic nuclear operations, lethal global strike and combat support.... anytime, anywhere! The 
unit is America’s premier strategic bomber unit and continues a storied legacy of groundbreaking 
airpower. America’s B-2 Spirit pilots, maintainers, and support Airmen are ready to ring in another 
new year in Pasadena with having supported these historic events for close to two decades; for 
more information, visit www.whiteman.af.mil.
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In the past 25 years, the U.S. Air Force has marched five bands in the Rose Parade®. In celebration 
of the 75th Anniversary of the Air Force in 2022, the Total Force Band is comprised of 75 Active 
Duty and Air National Guard Airmen from 14 di�erent units across the globe. Air Force Bands 
represent the excellence of the US Air Force and the 680,000 Airmen in over 130 career fields 
serving around the world, protecting freedoms and delivering hope to those in need.

HAPPY 75TH BIRTHDAY UNITED STATES AIR FORCE!

Innovate, Accelerate, Thrive…The Air Force at 75

The 2022 Rose Parade and Rose Bowl Game® flyover was conducted by the B-2 Spirit Stealth 
Bomber out of the 509th Bomb Wing, Whiteman Air Force Base, MO. Their mission is to execute 
strategic nuclear operations, lethal global strike and combat support.... anytime, anywhere! The 
unit is America’s premier strategic bomber unit and continues a storied legacy of groundbreaking 
airpower. America’s B-2 Spirit pilots, maintainers, and support Airmen are ready to ring in another 
new year in Pasadena with having supported these historic events for close to two decades; for 
more information, visit www.whiteman.af.mil.

The Valley Hunt Club

Pasadena, California

Marshal: Gerben Leyendekker 

It all began with The Valley Hunt Club. They planned the very first Rose 

Parade in 1890 and have participated every year since. Now more than 

130 years since their inception, Valley Hunt Club members work hard to 

present beautiful area florals. Their 2022 entry is a stunningly decorated, 

authentic period carriage as a reminder to Pasadena of the shared 

heritage and ongoing dedication to the Rose Parade. 2022 will be historic 

for the club as they will have two separate carriages, the first carriage 

will carry the current President Elizabeth Anderson and family and the 

second will carry the immediate past President Michael LeRoy and family.

Tournament of Roses Grand Marshal
The 2022 Rose Parade Grand Marshal LeVar Burton rides the parade 

route in a 1923 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost. This Rolls Royce was built in 

Springfield, Massachusetts, by the New Haven Carriage Company, a 

Rolls Royce approved body builder. Rolls Royce built Silver Ghosts in 

the United States from 1919 to 1926 and this American built Rolls Royce 

is considered to be as desirable as the British built models. Rolls Royce 

Silver Ghosts were one of the longest production models runs, exceeding 

the length of time of Ford Model T’s. 

Tournament of Roses President
The 2022 Pasadena Tournament of Roses President Dr. Robert B. Miller 

and family are riding in a 1967 Crown Firecoach Fire Engine. The engine 

was built in Los Angeles and was purchased new in 1967 by the Pasadena 

Fire Department and designated as Engine 38. It has a 500-gallon tank 

and pumps 1250 gallons of water per minute. In 1985, the engine was sold 

to the San Marino Fire Department as a back-up engine and designated 

as Engine 24. In 1991, the engine was retired from service and purchased 

by current owner Louis Farah, a San Marino Firefighter Paramedic.  

Louis will be driving the engine and his co-pilot is his daughter, Dr. 

Jennifer Farah, MD, Medical Director of the Emergency Department at  

UC San Diego Medical Center and Medical Director of the Chula Vista 

Fire Department.
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Trader Joe’s Ad

Trader Joe's

“You Are Invited”

Phoenix Decorating Company

Trader Joe’s began in 1967 in Pasadena and has since expanded to more 

than 525 stores, in 42 states and Washington, D.C. For 19 years, they 

have participated to celebrate their Crew Members and to have fun! This 

year, the float is a table set for exploration and fun. When the table is 

set, all are invited. The centerpiece of the float is the Big Cheese whose 

chef’s hat is made of white mums and the cheese is yellow fine cut 

strawflower, orange ground lentil. The Big Watermelon was created with 

green ti leaves, red fine cut strawflower and white fine ground rice, seeds 

of black seaweed and white fine ground rice. Listen for the meal-time 

medley including "Everybody Eats When They Come to My House" (Cab 

Calloway), "Celery Stalks at Midnight" (Will Bradley) and "Banana Split 

for My Baby" (Louis Prima). Over the years, Trader Joe’s has won 11 float 

awards, will the 2022 Rose Parade bring them their 12th?

TSU Aristocrat of Bands

Nashville, Tennessee

Director: Reginald A. McDonald, Ed.D.

The Tennessee State University band is widely known as the "Aristocrat 

of Bands", a title that was given to the band because of its high-quality 

musicianship and the dignified way they perform. The band was the 

first Historically Black College or University Band to appear on national 

television, first to march in a presidential inaugural parade and first to 

perform on the White House lawn. The band gives back by introducing 

music and musical instruments to 3- to 5-year-olds, putting on a Mardi 

Gras show for patients at the local Veteran’s Hospital and helped clean up 

debris following Hurricane Irma. They have the unique ability to perform 

music from multiple genres while entertaining the crowd.

United States Air Force Total Force Band

Travis Air Force Base, California

Director: Major Joseph S. Hansen

The US Air Force Total Force band is comprised of 75 Airmen-Musicians 

from 14 bands stationed around the world. Most are full-time Active-Duty 

military musicians, and some are Citizen Airmen who serve their state 

and country one weekend a month. This year, they collectively celebrate 

the 75th birthday of the Air Force. Each of the Airmen represents one 

year that the Air Force has been in service in the defense of the United 

States of America. After completing a competitive, professional audition, 

each of these Airmen attends basic training before being assigned to 

their unit. Let’s help give a Happy 75th to the US Air Force! The four 

airplanes following the Total Force Band represent an organization titled 

“Mini Jet Air Force”. The Mini Jets are used throughout the year to share 

joy at events for children with disabilities or life-threatening illness. The 

all-volunteer “Mini-Jet Air Force” group is comprised of Active Duty, 

Reserve, and retired airmen as well as civilian personnel.
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Trader Joe's

“You Are Invited”

Phoenix Decorating Company

Trader Joe’s began in 1967 in Pasadena and has since expanded to more 

than 525 stores, in 42 states and Washington, D.C. For 19 years, they 

have participated to celebrate their Crew Members and to have fun! This 

year, the float is a table set for exploration and fun. When the table is 

set, all are invited. The centerpiece of the float is the Big Cheese whose 

chef’s hat is made of white mums and the cheese is yellow fine cut 

strawflower, orange ground lentil. The Big Watermelon was created with 

green ti leaves, red fine cut strawflower and white fine ground rice, seeds 

of black seaweed and white fine ground rice. Listen for the meal-time 

medley including "Everybody Eats When They Come to My House" (Cab 

Calloway), "Celery Stalks at Midnight" (Will Bradley) and "Banana Split 

for My Baby" (Louis Prima). Over the years, Trader Joe’s has won 11 float 

awards, will the 2022 Rose Parade bring them their 12th?

TSU Aristocrat of Bands

Nashville, Tennessee

Director: Reginald A. McDonald, Ed.D.

The Tennessee State University band is widely known as the "Aristocrat 

of Bands", a title that was given to the band because of its high-quality 

musicianship and the dignified way they perform. The band was the 

first Historically Black College or University Band to appear on national 

television, first to march in a presidential inaugural parade and first to 

perform on the White House lawn. The band gives back by introducing 

music and musical instruments to 3- to 5-year-olds, putting on a Mardi 

Gras show for patients at the local Veteran’s Hospital and helped clean up 

debris following Hurricane Irma. They have the unique ability to perform 

music from multiple genres while entertaining the crowd.

United States Air Force Total Force Band

Travis Air Force Base, California

Director: Major Joseph S. Hansen

The US Air Force Total Force band is comprised of 75 Airmen-Musicians 

from 14 bands stationed around the world. Most are full-time Active-Duty 

military musicians, and some are Citizen Airmen who serve their state 

and country one weekend a month. This year, they collectively celebrate 

the 75th birthday of the Air Force. Each of the Airmen represents one 

year that the Air Force has been in service in the defense of the United 

States of America. After completing a competitive, professional audition, 

each of these Airmen attends basic training before being assigned to 

their unit. Let’s help give a Happy 75th to the US Air Force! The four 

airplanes following the Total Force Band represent an organization titled 

“Mini Jet Air Force”. The Mini Jets are used throughout the year to share 

joy at events for children with disabilities or life-threatening illness. The 

all-volunteer “Mini-Jet Air Force” group is comprised of Active Duty, 

Reserve, and retired airmen as well as civilian personnel.
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Saluting America’s Perseverance

As we reflect on the 20th anniversary of September 11, 2001, we salute America’s perseverance and commend the 
heroic actions and courage of the rescue workers, firefighters, police officers and military personnel who worked 
tirelessly then and who continue to work today to serve and protect. 

United States Marine Corps West Coast Composite Band

San Diego, California

Director: Chief Warrant Officer 2 Alex Panos

With more than 20 consecutive years of Rose Parade appearances, the 

United States Marine Corps West Coast Composite Band consists of 

Marine musicians from the 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing Band, the 1st Marine 

Division Band, and the Marine Band San Diego. Each band performs 

in over 300 engagements each year, including military ceremonies 

and parade appearances all around the country. Each of these Marine 

musicians serve as musical ambassadors across the nation and 

internationally. Of course, as United States Marines, they’re all combat-

trained and ready to defend our nation from enemies both foreign and 

domestic.

United States Marine Corps Mounted Color Guard

Barstow, California

Marshal: Sergeant Amy Polachek

The United States Marine Corps Mounted Color Guard (MCG) is the 

last mounted unit remaining in today’s Marine Corps. Formed in 1967 

by Marine Corps Logistics Base (MCLB) Barstow Officers and Non-

Commissioned Officers, their Rose Parade presence has been a long-

standing tradition since 1985. They play an important role in motivating 

recruitment by enhancing the image of the Marine Corps and MCLB 

Barstow in community events throughout the year. The MCG rides 

Palomino mustangs that have been captured and adopted from the 

Bureau of Land Management’s “Adopt a Horse and Burro Program.”

Young Marines

Southern California Region

The Young Marines is a national non-profit 501c (3) youth education 

and service program for boys and girls, aged eight through high school 

graduation. The Young Marines promotes the mental, moral and physical 

development of its members. The Young Marines strengthens the lives of 

America’s youth by teaching the importance of self-confidence, academic 

achievement, honoring our veterans, good citizenship, community 

service, and living a healthy, drug-free lifestyle. The Young Marines are 

featured in our salute to America’s perseverance unfurling a Garrison U.S. 

flag measuring 38 feet long. 
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Victorian Roses Ladies Riding Society

Campo, California

Marshals: Cathy Pritchard & Deana Sommerville 

The Victorian Roses are experienced equestrians devoted to presenting 

an 1880’s living history. Making their sixth appearance in the Rose Parade, 

the group performs to raise money for horse rescues. The Victorian 

Roses are costumed in the high-class fashion of the Victorian era, which 

the members, themselves, have designed and sewn. In addition to their 

beautiful, one-of-a-kind, rose-colored dresses, each member rides with a 

matching parasol.

Waukee Schools Combined Band

Waukee, Iowa

Director: Chris Strohmaier

The Waukee Schools Combined Band is comprised of students from the 

Waukee Warrior Regiment from Waukee High School and the Northwest 

Royal Brigade from Northwest High School. The Waukee Warrior Regiment 

was invited to play in the 2021 parade that was cancelled and asked 

back to play in the 2022 parade. In that time, they changed from a one 

high school band to a combined band with the Northwest Royal Brigade 

from Northwest High School. As a musical group, they give back to their 

community by sharing their music with others. Whether it is performing 

at the Waukee Triangle in the summer, or at the groundbreaking of a new 

community building, or in the homecoming parade, their music enriches 

the lives of those who live in their community. 

Western Asset

“Let Imagination Be Your Guide”

Phoenix Decorating Company

When you sail the seven seas, you need all the help you can get to Dream, 

Believe and Achieve. It all starts with a sturdy sailing ship outfitted with 

all the modern equipment any explorer could need, including a maritime 

vintage telescope, sky and earth exploration globes, books and a single 

candle to read by. Perhaps, the ship’s nautical figurehead of a colorful, 

carved, sea-faring duck uses the trusty compass to navigate? Or could 

it be the school of fish at each float corner bounding through floral 

waves? Everyone is along for the journey with the wise man studying 

his astronomy book, including a green serpent dragon, a black crow 

with a treasure chest key, a butterfly and a tabby cat adorned with a 

French beret and paintbrush. Overseeing it all is a pirate owl perched 

on the main sail and joined by the ship’s mouse. The college of musical 

knowledge adorns the ship’s flag as it flaps in the wind.

Wetzel's Pretzels

“California Cruisin”

Artistic Entertainment Services

After years of peering at the parade floats from their headquarters, just 

off of Colorado Boulevard in Pasadena, they’re now part of the action. 

Founded in 1994, Wetzel’s Pretzels has since grown to more than 340 

bakeries around the world. This float depicts all elements of California 

Dreamin'—a fun day at the beach 50's style: picnic baskets, beach 

blankets, ball, sand pail and no beach party is complete without the 

oversized pretzel embossed sun-brella! The car is made of silverleaf, 

orange and blue lentil, and blue statice. To create the sand and water’s 

edge, crushed walnuts, whole yellow split pea and shredded coconut. 

The deck of the float uses a variety of colorful roses, carnations and 

tropical flowers. This fun group arrived in nothin other than the nostalgic 

convertible pretzel mobile, packed with the boom box blaring a catchy 

tune, and surfboards ready to hit the waves!
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Grand Finale: Where Flowers  
and Football Meet
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“Where Flowers and Football Meet”
For more than 60 years, members of the United States Army 

Parachute Team, more widely known as the Golden Knights, have 

been marking milestones of achievement and excellence serving 

as the “Ambassadors of the Army.” Dropping out of the sky and 

onto the parade route, the Golden Knights will parachute down to 

do a live football toss from the Rose Parade route to the Rose Bowl 

Stadium, starting the 108th Rose Bowl Game festivities. Catching 

the toss, with the help of some tv magic, will be special surprise 

guests who are eager to help us celebrate the new year and kick off 

“The Granddaddy of Them All.”
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Grand Finale: Where Flowers  
and Football Meet

Jimmie Allen

Timothy Fletcher

The Closing Show features Jimmie Allen and  
Timothy Fletcher
Traveling from Nashville, Tennessee to Pasadena, California, and into the 

hearts of millions is rising talent, Jimmie Allen. Nominated for Best New 

Artist at the 64th Annual Grammy® Awards in 2022, Allen made history 

as the first Black artist to launch a career with two consecutive No. 1 hits 

off his 2018 debut album, Mercury Lane. He most recently reached the 

quarterfinals as a contestant on “Dancing with The Stars’” landmark 30th 

season on ABC and will join “Dancing with the Stars – Live Tour 2022!” 

Joining Allen, from Baltimore, Maryland, is musically talented Timothy 

Fletcher. His unique talents and personal flair make him an exciting addition 

to the Grand Finale. With millions of fans following him on Instagram and 

TikTok, Fletcher now travels the world sharing love and positive vibes 

through his magical drumbeats, hoping to inspire those across the world, 

encouraging them to follow their dreams and never give up.
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Wetzels Pretzels 
Ad

Wetzel’s Pretzels was founded right here in Pasadena almost thirty years ago, and we’ve 
finally made it to the Rose Parade®️!
 
We’ve been twisting our way to this moment by serving up handheld happiness with  
our fresh pretzels, hot dogs and cold lemonade.
 
There’s no place we’d rather be than cruisin’ into the New Year with the Tournament of Roses®️.
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